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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

This treatise deals with a criteria for selection 
and evaluation of plays based on particular phases of 
Abraham Lincoln’s life for high school production. Through 
research, study, and production, th# author reveals the 
process, of selecting one' of the following outstanding 
plays for high school production:

1. Abraham Lincoln by John Drlnkwater
2. Abe Lincoln in Illinois by R. E. Sherwood

' ' . ' ... ■ /'3«. John Brown's Body by Stephen Vincent Benet
4.. The Rivalry by Norman Corwin
5° Prologue to Glory by E. P. Conkle
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CHAPTER. I

THE. CRITERIA

"vfhy Select an - Abraham Lincoln Play?'
A play centered. In the life and character of Ahraham

. ■ ' : . " ‘ . ■ iLincoln has tremendous- implications for a dramatic production.
Although Ahraham Lincoln as a, character is well known and 
loved throughout the world, his life offers great possibil
ities for further study and for;a fuller appreciation of his 
life and deeds „ From elementary, through secondary, university , 
and adult education, the. life and. times of Lincoln have 
presented a worthy model of good citizenship, of Christian
living, stalwart character, and dynamic personality for

■ ■ o '' ' ■ 'study and emulation.- The Lincoln theme with its variety
of content, popularity, general acceptance, and unusual
interest, has different levels and depths of appeal and
understanding for all.types of schools and their audiences.
Then, too, the playwrights using the Lincoln theme have a - ■
wealth of good character traits to depict as can be noted
in the memorable pictures drawn in,Various scripts.■ The

1 ■ '■ ' 'Carl Sandburg, Abraham Lincoln— -The Prairie Years
(New York: Earcourt, Brace Co., 1926), preface, p. 7*

P ' 'i " '■ :Katherine Ommanney, Stage and School (New York:
Harper Brothers', 1939) , - p. 4, .



study of such a play has valuable implications for inte
gration in other school subjects: language arts, social
studies , and the many courses which give general background, 
knowledge.

Another point to be considered, is that rarely has 
Abraham Lincoln been portrayed in a full length play. This 
fact .lends uniqueness - to that production which now is given . 
more opportunity for fuller development. Norman Corwin 
states "that only thirty-seven plays - from one to five 
characters - have been written with Abraham Lincoln as the 
main character. The subject of an Abraham Lincoln play 
was- chosen because it is so timely, the one hundred fiftieth 
anniversary of his birth occurring in 1959, so popular, so. 
important as a historical subject, and so intriguing for 
dramatic presentation.

Five Criteria for ■Selecting a Lincoln Play
The selection of a play with; an Abraham Lincoln 

theme-for high school production is a crucial step in the
■. . ■■ ' - : ■ = ■■ p ■■■ .success of any presentation. Merely reading the advertising 

blurbs or a brochure on the publication is not sufficient 
to make that all-important choice which will consume .from:.;

"̂The New York Times , Drama Section, February 8, 1959.
20mmanney, p.- 285.
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four to eight weeks of the school year to prepare the play . 
for production. The scientific deductive method should he 
used to eliminate, isolate, and accept.scripts which will 
best suit the needs of director, students, arid audience.
The choice of script should be made only after all available 
plays have been read and studied, eliminating those which 
do not measure up to the physical and cultural qualifica
tions needed for this special instance. In this manner, the ' 
number of scripts can be narrowed to five or six outstanding 
ones which can be studied meticulously and rated in accord
ance with the answers given to the five leading questions 
on the adaptability of Lincoln plays for a specific high 
school presentation.

The director and his committee on reading plays 
should use a broad application of the five criteria to each 
play read, and then narrow the choice to five or six out
standing scripts dealing with the Lincoln theme. The 
following questions should be answered for each of these 
scripts, the replies evaluated, and final choice made.

1. Does the script on the Lincoln theme meet the
requirements of educational theaterf -

'2 . Does the script p%ntray the traditional , the -
authentic, or the spirit of Lincoln and his 
times, and which istthe most desirable in this 
instance?

3. tGanthe physical and technical requirements of
this'play be met by this high school?
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4. Is. this play s,d'apt-able for the human element 
Involved in this high sehoQl situation?

5. Taking all these points into consideration, do 
the strong, positive points still outweigh the 
weak, negative points in this evaluation of 
this Lincoln pla^ ‘for high school production?

A.' Requirements for Educational Theater '
1. Does the Play Challenge the Abilities of All Involved?

If the script on the Lincoln theme to be considered 
meets the requirements of educational theater, it must 
challenge the abilities of all involved without exceeding 
the capacities for comprehension. . !IA director With integrity," 
Howard Bailey stresses, "will never•consider, or allow him
self to be talked into, directing a play unless he feels... 
that his directorial qualifications will permit him to 
make of the production a satisfying dramatic accomplishment."^
A script might be a mere recital of a childhood incident in

■ . . ' ' , -

the life of Lincoln, or an isolated experience with little 
or no relation to character or plot development. Many 
directors avoid.the play with an Innocuous plot or trivial 
incidents, deemingtit of too little value to waste time in 
production.^ This is especially true of. a Lincoln play

^The A B O's of Play Producing■(Hew York: David McKay 
Company, Inc., 1955), p. 4. -
■ . "' p ■ . ' "■ ■ ' ■ ' ■ :Arthur Ballet, "Standards for the High School Theater 
Educational Theatre Journal, IV (December, 1950), p. 329.



which ha.s such potential for meaningful presentation. On 
the other hand, the play could be so complex in character 
with dramatic implications of allegory, chronicle, fantasy, 
or political.and social history that the production could 
be made only before a highly selectiye audience by pro
fessional actors and staff. The Lincoln script should 
elicit character portrayals that are within the limitations 
of high school students. In other words, the selected 
Lincoln play should present a challenge to all involved 
in such a. production.

2. Does the. Lincoln Play Have Good Literary Qualities'? 
. in acceptable play depicting some phase of the 

life and times of Abraham Lincoln should definitely have 
good literary values to make it worthwhile as a vehicle for 
the stage and study. The play, unlike other forms of 
literature, is designed to be acted, not read. The words 
spoken, "by .-the characters must sound like people speaking 
the words which carry the action, and movement of the play. 
The dialogue can be true to the concept of the character 
and yet meet all the literary requirements to blend into 
the unity of the total production. The characters por
trayed must be three-dimensional (real, life-like people) 
interesting and vital as they present the conflict with 
a will■and a purpose, This aspect is even more emphatic 
in a Lincoln play because of the breadth and depth of the
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character.of Lincoln himself, Many; times in Lincoln drama, 
characters have lines placed in their mouths Which are 
mere expositions of Lincoln's philosophies or accomplish
ments and not the /words which reveal the character of the 
man and the plot.

. A logical sequence of events , a staging of the. 
scenes necessary for understanding the action of the play, 
and a denouement which is satisfying to the audience, are 
considered important for good literary style. It should 
"be written in language acceptable for the high school 
stage and in the tradition of playWritlng.

A 'play for high school young people should truly 
represent the spirit of Lincoln: :by including no vulgarity , 
no super-sophistication, and no sordid perversions of 
life. Don H . Poston believes that plays presented.in an 
artistic manner— in which they were intended to be played-- 
would remove many supposed long-standing t a b o o s T h e s e  
literary.aspects of the Lincoln play should be carefully 
weighed before making a final choice for production. How
ever, many plays Which have had great success may have 
had little literary merit to the meticulous reader. It 
should be kept in mind that a play on the Abraham Lincoln

.^"Selecting the High School Play,n Dramatics, Vol. 
XXV, No. 13 (October,1954) , p. 8. ■,



theme,- is deserving' of a good literary style in order to 
portray effectively the greatness of.this world figure,

'3. Does' the Play Intrigue Interest? ,
- Does the Lincoln play Intrigue the personal interests 

of the students and correlate with other high school sub
jects? Most high school students already have a, great 
empathy for this most popular and loved American President.. 
To learn more about him in the various 'facets of his life 
is a natural reaction. Many students see in the develop
ment of this commom man an experience similar to their 
own. Most students are eagerly concerned with the rise of 
the :':uhderdpg" and in Lincoln this struggle is epitomized. 
Many of the actors and members of the audience will be 
able to Identify similar - experiences of the play with their 
own fedlings of ambition, education, human relations, 
romance, adventure, or dedicated service to mankind.̂  In 
such a presentation these feelings become personal to the 
extent that they are observed, clarified, and made more 
meaningful,  ̂ b ' ; . ' /

Katherine Ommanney states that the interest of young 
people can be caught and held in a play that has action,. 
romance, and moving characterizationsThe mere appearance

."Irwin J. Zachar and Rodney A. Kimball, Plays as 
Experience (New York: The Odyssey Press, 1944), p. 9 .

' . ^“Purposeful High School D r a m a t i c s The Quarterly. 
Journal of"Speech, Vol XXXII, 1938, p. 579.
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of Lincoln and his associated characters is not enough to 
warrant vital interest; the characters must experience con
flict, and action and movement must take place. Interest 
is bound to be aroused in even the traditional enactment 
of various phases of his life as research has added many, 
findings bringing refreshingly new angles to plot and char
acter ..

Such vital Interests will be integrated in other
' 1 studies in the curriculum, as the. students enjoy and benefit

from the ''experience-curriculum” by the presentation of a
Lincoln play. The music of. the play .can be correlated
with both vocal and instrumental music departments; the
cos turning, with the art and home, economics departments;
plot and character, in language arts' and social studies;
and stage craft, with shop and art departments. Arno

. d : ’ ' : . . ; ■■": ’ . ; : \Jewett ha,s devised some thirty-five possible ideas in
coordinating the Lincoln theme with other subjects in the 
high school lave11 A timely, interesting subject presented 
by the Lincoln theme presents untold possibilities for 
integration in many 'departments and with tremendous opportun
ities for expression at the varying abilities of the students 
concerned.

(The) National Council of Teachers of English, An 
Experlence-Curriculum in English (New York: D. Appleton- 
Centruy Company, 1935).

: rlrno Jewett, "Creative Activities for Observing
•the •Lincoln. Sesquincentennis-lThe English Journal, XLVTII, 
No. 1 (January, 1959), p. 26.,
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4.V Does the Play Offer Opportunity, for Experiencing 
Character Development? '
The Lincoln play should offer opportunities for 

the actors and audiences to experience character develop
ment in the leading person of the play and his associates.
An educational experience is accorded a high school youth 
when he is given training in enacting emotions in a Lincoln 
play which h e , as a person, will, no doubt, expose himself 
to in later life. The script should not be so static that 
it contains only scenes and not related actions revealing ' ■
maturation of character. An opportunity should be presented 
in the script to produce a variety of characters for reality, 
for contrast,' and for emphasis. Rare, too,'is the opportunity 
a youth has in such a play, to feel this maturing of emotions 
As a result of these experiences, students will learn to 
be more sympathetic human beings because they have learned - 
to .analyze the reactions of men and women under crucial, 
situations.^ Thorough and precise character studies must 
be made to give effective interpretations and, in this way,
students come to a greater realization of the forces bearing

2upon character development. ' •

^Qmmanney, ".purposeful High School Dramatics," p. 579
p ■Lydia G-. Deseo and Hulda Phipps, Looking at Life 

Through Drama (Cincinnati: Abingdon Press, 1931) , P • 16.
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5. Does the Play Offer Opportunity for Understanding.
Lincoln and His Times?
To fit the needs of educational theater, the good 

Lincoln play demands' .an opportunity for, developing a greater 
understanding of Lincoln and his times. If the play presents 
a sincere and memorable picture of the times and the man, 
a finer appreciation 'will be shared by all the persons in
volved in the. production. Mere silhouette of characters in 
a Lincoln play will not produce comprehension of this figure 
in his surroundings . Interplay of forces , situations , and, 
reactions is needed for; comprehension of scenes as inter
related in order to show realistically that Lincoln was an 
Integral part of the governmental policy that "all men are 
created equal." Another love scene, a simple childhood 
incident, or a conversation on a street corner could hardly 
lead to a  deeper understanding of this monumental figure in 
his historical setting. Regardless of the many facets of. 
character which can be and are projected in various scripts, 
basically, this historic figure of Lincoln must spring as 
an outgrowth of the concept held in American democracy.

6. Does the Play Contribute to the Understanding of
Current Problems'? .
The last question to be answered regarding education

al theater is concerned with the contribution of the play 
to the understanding of current problems of social and . 
political aspects. Joseph Mersand states in his five
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pertinent requirements that the truly great play should
possess "universality of appeal In time and space" and
also "teach life's meaning and strengthen our own hand In
facing life's problems."^ A good Lincoln play will do just
that I It should reveal man in conflict with himself, his
principles , his associates and their views , and with a
timeless struggle of man in attempting to establish.a
workable, basic philosophy of life, .

A suggestion of the universality of the Lincoln
theme lies in the production dates of these outstanding •
modern dramas: . . . .

. ■... Production Timely
Play • Author " Date Application

Abraham Lincoln Drinkwater -193-9 World War I
Abe Lincoln in

Illinois Sherwood 1938 Pre-W* W=. IT
Prologue to Glory Conkle '1938  Pre—W.' W*. II
John Brown1s Body . Benet 1952 Korean War
The Rivalry . Corwin 1957 'SegregationIssue,

. Little Rock,
etc.

..Here is imposing substantiation for the universality 
of the conflict witnessed in a good Lincoln play, as the

^The Play'.s the Thing (New York:. Chapbooks, 1941- 
1948), pp. 32-39.
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struggle of a specific group of people, the North and the 
South in the United States., are seen in a bitter clash 
involving basic philosophies. 'When similar conflicts are 
experienced at later dates, the public becomes aware of this 
parallel in history and enjoys and. profits from witnessing 
a reenactment . " :: ; ■

B. Does the Script Portray the Traditional, Authentic, or 
The Spirit of Lincoln? .; : '

An important.criterion of choosing the Lincoln play 
should be concerned with the question does the script por
tray the traditional, the authentic or just the spirit of 
Lincoln and which is the most desirable in this instance.
If the play keeps within the bounds of what is traditional 
about the Lincoln character, greater emphasis will be placed 
on other aspects of the script to retain interest. ;Since 
many of the actions of the play concern the times, care 
must be taken to ‘be certain that the events depicted are in 
accordance with known material. Much research has taken 
place to authenticate the content of. the outstanding plays. 
Some scripts do not capture the ..characteristics of the legend
ary Lincoln and it is doubtful whether such plays would'be 
acceptable or enjoyed by the audiences. Research has added 
new facets to the character of Lincoln and it is the obliga
tion of the playwright to present the meaningful, the noble, 
and inspiring aspects to the audience. Even though it has



often told.dirty jokes...did many uncouth and lazy'things/ 
yet, we must look to the author to eliminate the possibility 
of the public thinking these ignoble thoughts." A man 
who has gained such widespread love and respect could 
hardly be portrayed .effectively in any other role than the 
one generally accepted by the public.

Perhaps the script under consideration has an 
authentic portrayal of Lincoln. . Many authors feel that the
dramatic picture of an historical character.should be
- ' . 2 " ' ■ accurate in customs and manners. No doubt, with a figure
as well known, as that of Lincoln, any deviation from histor
ical facts would be quickly noted and. an untoward reaction 
experienced by the audience. Under no circumstances could 
a director present a Lincoln who did not in some measure 
meet the physical requirementsthe character. A small 
statured, weak voiced, heavily built, and demure type person 
could never portray a Lincoln. A Lincoln actor should have 
some of the physical attributes and the dynamic personality 
to dominate and hold the center of all scenes. The public

™. ^Saturday Review of Literature,- June 28, 1919, p. 60.
■■ ^Ernest Baveley, "Play Standards at the High School 

Level," The Quarterly Journal of Speech (November, 1938),
P> 89» ■
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has so much Information9 and such a clear picture of the 
appearance of the man, that It Is doubtful that spurious 
mater&Al could be enacted 'with any amount of success before 
an American audience. In the final selection of the play'6 
the director will need to ascertain how..much the authen
ticity in the script will have to do with the effectiveness 
in presentation.

According'to Edwin Knickerbocker_ a script may deal'
with only the spirit of the times and yet be able to capture

‘ 1 1 - the audience and communicate the theme. Many phases of
the spirit of the times can be selected and each one in its
way can be able to recreate the chosen ideas. The great
director, Stanislavsky, found■a specific mood for the
Russian mores of his times and was able to reproduce a
variety of moods and spirit within the realities of his

ptimes. The Lincoln play, too, has these possibilities, 
and it is the prerogative of the director to select the 
play that best.suits the spirit which he wishes to communi
cate .

The problem, then, is centered in the right choice 
of the traditional Lincoln, the authentic Lincoln, or the 
spirit of Lincoln and his times. The director.must choose

^Plays for Classroom Interpretation (New York: Henry 
Holt and 'Company, 1921) , p. 8.

p ."See, for example, Stanislavsky s description of his 
work in Toby Cole and Helen-Chinoy, Directing the Play (New 
York: Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc., 1953), p. 162



the one that "best- suits his needs. It. is ■well to keep in 
mind that in dealing with scripts on the young, Abe, the > 
play must capture the frontier spirit which in reaction 
shows how the pioneer life influenced the development of 
the. man. In those plays that portray the mature Lincoln, , 
the script may be slanted to the spiritual phase of the 
character, while still maintaining certain authentic ' 
limitations. The chosen script may have to sacrifice 
one for the other, or by a change in emphasis, high light 
the desired factor. All aspects must be considered and 
the final choice made from a total evaluation of the con
siderations in the light of the result desired.

0. Can the Physical Requirements be’Met?
An important consideration-now is the physical re

quirements of this play which .must be met by this high school 
The stage, -the lights and the costumes are the major concern.. 
Considering the large amount of variation in plants, from the 
combined gym-*auditorium to separate theater with inadequate 
room, much thought must be taken to decide first the possible 
styles in a Lincoln production and the facilities needed to 
complete i t , O n e  of the problems of the director in ama
teur theater is the.multi-set show. If a play requires more 
than one set, the director will often disregard the play,

iOmmanney, "Purposeful High- School Dramatics," p. 58p



feeling .that his technical 'facilities are too limited to 
make a successful:production possible. Often, however, by 
careful planning such physical problems of a production can 
be surmounted= Sometimes minimized scenery actually en
hances the,production by demanding more imagination from 
the actors and the audience.- However, when using partial 
setting's of various sorts to limit huge construction prob
lems, particular' attention must, be given to lighting the 
sCenery and actors.

■ The stags must at all times be sufficiently lighted 
to make for visibility without strain and still emphasize 
the aspect of the production that needs pointing up at that 
moment. , Especially in Lincoln plays , the mood of the 
character and the scene are most important; artistic light
ing must accent these moods. Many high'schools are lacking 
sufficient equipment needed to produce these effects. The 
scripts shtiuld be studied carefully to note whether the. 
needed equipment can be made available for the production.

Another point of consideration is the amount and 
kind of costumes to be used. Costuming the play can provide 
a. colorful and effective presentation as well as give a 
valuable learning experience to the stage technicians, who, 
if the director has the time, can. learn to design, make, or 
reconstruct the necessary costumes. The costumes of the 
Lincoln play must be accurate. "Clothes do not make the
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man," says Dr. Walkup9 "Tout they do much to explain him.11 
The costumes selected should fit the locale, the character 
of the play, and the.;actors themselves who must wear them 
easily. With more ingenuity and effort, the director can 
interest many students through the technical phases of the 
theater, and thus can enhance the learning experiences as

, ' ' Pwell as produce more effective staging at less cost. The 
choice of play for production will rest to a large measure 
■on the adaptations of costumes which can be made with the■ 
facilities available in the school plant.

D. Is This Play Adaptable to the Human Element?
No play should be considered for high school pro

duction without evaluating its demands upon the people 
involved, in it. The limitations and abilities, of the direct
or, actors, and audience in this specific high school sit
uation should be analyzed, so that these factors will all 
have a bearing upon the final choice.

The limitations and abilities of the director should 
be taken under the utmost consideration. In most high 
schools the director is the sole producing agent and must

-'-Fairfax Proudfit Walkup., Dressing the Part (New 
York: Appleton-Oentruy^Orofts, Inc., 1950), p. ix.

2gee the discussion on these advantages in The 
Complete Acted Play by Allen Grafton and Jessica Royer 
(New York: F . S. Crofts and. Company, 194-3} , p. 320.
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give full theatrical ■guidance to any and all assisting, 
groups. The director's chief work must consist of the 
selecting of the play; casting it;'directing the actors; 
advising or executing the technical.phases of scene design-' 
ing, building, decorating; stage managing; business manag-. 
ing; costuming; doing make-up; lighting; and advertising.
All of these must be harmonized into a unity of production.
A survey in Boffo gives support to the supposition that the 
majority of high school drama teachers- have little or no .. 
education or experience in the theatrical arts, so that -the
choice of script must be kept within their spheres of

• ' 2. . ' ■. ■ :theatrical knowledge. Therefore a director must observe
the;style of drama in the Lincoln play and decide-whether.
or not the subject matter and the techniques demanded are
within his particular abilities.
\ . If,the play is presentational, it demands advanced .

directing techniques; others are realistic and demand
superior technical, knowledge . In handling of the actors
the director must be able to imbue the amateur cast with
enthusiasm and vitality which will overcome many of the

2technical weaknesses in performances. If the director 
is.able to stimulate the amateurs' strongest assets of

: - -Opal Vlgner Boffo, "The High School Dramatics
Director,11 M.A. Thesis (Kent State' University , Ohio , 1948) ,
p. ii9. : ;. ■ ■. :;

. For further.Information see Grafton and Royer, p. 45.
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freshness',- sincerity, . and spontaneity, many of the technic.al; 
weaknesses will he overlooked, These special aspects will 
give aid in gaining insight into the needed abilities of 
the director. \ .

- The director, too,, must remain objective in attitude, 
especially; in the Lincoln,p%ays which may easily •descend into 
mere sentimentality or melodrama. Another point to consider 
is that of. the .varying amounts of time needed by different 
directors to perfect a production. Each director will have . 
to decide for. himself the time allotment available and the 
time needed, and; make the needed.adjustments. A comparison 
of the demands-of the production and the abilities of the 
director will help point the way to a practical choice for 
presentation.

This question must be answered by a careful screen
ing of number, sex, and abilities of available students.
Most of the plays that have been produced professionally 
and others that contain the character of Lincoln have the 
male roles far outnumber those of the female roles. Also
Lincoln plays demand large male casts which are difficult

■ p . -to supply In most high schools. At least one male student - 
must fit the physical appearance and approach the spirit of

^Poston, pv 15° : ' " ■ ' : .
OMilton Smith, The Book of Play Production (New' York 

and London; D. Appleton and Company, 1926), p. 25° .
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an Abraham Lincoln. Without this requisite an Abraham 
Lincoln' play should not be attempted. Grafton states 
that:a director should not hesitate,to precast a diffi
cult play, but should not feel- that he should be held to

1this choice when in tryouts others might show more promiser
All actors under consideration for such a high school 

production must qualify in physical appearance of the char
acters. , in ability to create the age and voice of the 
characters5 in.sensitivities arid imagination, audience 
appeal., and sense of theater;, as well- as in having, a coop- 
erative attitude for good ensemble playing. Previous 
dramatic experience is never necessary, but Interest, in
telligence, and imagination are prerequisite to assuming a 
role. The survey of the availability, talents, and potential 
abilities of the actors will reveal many limitations and • 
•possibilities for the selection of a suitable script.

’ Another strong factor in the selection of the Lincoln
script is the consideration of the suitability of the play 
for this high school audience. The nature of the audience

: V- . ■ ■ ■ . :should be given attention: .

^Grafton and Royer, p. 45.
• ^David.- Belasco.. The Theater Through the Stage Door 

(New York: Harper Brothers ,’ 1919) ,■ PP» 165-167. v
^Smith, p. 26.
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■X. What is the average age groupf
2. What is the degree of sophistication^
3» What has been their theater-going experience?

Such a rating of the audience will he a ready criteria for
the style and form of the chosen script,

However, this questioning should be a starting 
point in judging the actors .and the audience„ The chosen' 
Lincoln script should be of assistance in building the 
culture of the community, as it presents a challenge to 
abilities without being above powers of comprehension. 
Another comment of warning is that many play groups become 
so Wrapped up in their own theatrical activities that they 
lose touch with their audiences.^ All of this questioning 
leads to.the understanding of how a script can best suit 
director, actors, and audience in a special community.

E.' What Is the Outcome of the Analysis?
' After answering these four points in the criteria, 

the director and his committee on play reading should, 
evaluate the results by judging what are the weak points 

' that work negatively toward the selection of a certain 
/script and what are the strong points that seem to desig
nate the 'choice of that script. No one except members of 
this evaluating group can know all the factors and can

^Barbara M. Shields , "What Is Your Goal in High - 
School Theater?" Dramatics ..'(3QCH1. .Not5§; (Anril. 1958) , p. 14.
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judge Which are the. crucial aspects and which are the negli 
gibl©; ones„ An experienced director has fore-sight as well 
as hind-sight to'be able to shift'emphasis to compensate 
for weaknesses. Despite many- limitations in the director,' 
actors, audience, and facilities, a play can become highly 
effective if executed with enthusiasm, sincerity, and. conse
crated effort'. As a parting bit. of advice, Don Poston' 
suggests, that if a director is afraid that a particular 
style or type of play will not be accepted by a certain 
audience, the director lican find out by doing it.11̂

-'-Poston, p..' 8



CHAPTER II

ANALYSES OF THE OUTSTANDING SCRIPTS 
: DEALING WITH THE LIFE OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN

Having developed criteria for the analyses of the' 
plays under consideration, the director must then apply these 
criteria in each of their phases to the play itself. This 
chapter.is concerned with analyses of the four outstanding 
Lincoln plays under consideration:

I.- Abraham Lincoln by John Drinkwater 
;;v’' 2. Abe 'Lincoln in Illinois by Robert E . 'Sherwood
' 3. John Brown’s Body by Stephen Vincent Benet

4. The Rivalry by Norman Corwin 
A synopsis of thp plot of each play is followed by a direct 
application of the criteria to the various aspects of each 
one of the scripts. A n  analysis of the fifth play, Prologue 
to Glory by E .' P. Gonkle will be contained in Chapter III ' 
of this thesis,.

Synopsis and Analysis of Abraham Lincoln, an American Chronicle 
Play in Six Episodes • P,

" ■ ' - .' " : '' " ■ i -In the play, Abraham Lincoln by John Drinkwater, the

3-John Drinkwater, Abraham Lincoln (New York: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1919)4
. . ' ' ' 23 ‘ ■ 1 i ;
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two Ghroniolera open the first scene by appearing and in
forming the audience of the dramatic purpose of this present
ation: .Abraham Lincoln achieved the ultimate in human 
experience because he was- able to share his reactions with 
all men and has thus become immortal. Lincoln, the man,
was the outgrowth of that early American spirit that had
crystallized from the Puritan exodus from England. These 
outstanding contributions from the words and deeds of 
Abraham Lincoln still permeate the present American way 
of life.

Scene 1 ' -
In; ■ the Lincoln home in Springfield in 1860, Mr.

Stone and Mr. Cuffney speak of the Integrity of Abraham 
Lincoln.' Susan , the servant,, enters to state that Mp. 
Lincoln is not at home, but that Mrs. Lincoln will join 
them in a few moments. The two men ask Susan if' she would 
like to go to Washington, D. C., if Mr. Lincoln became 
President. Susan is pleased and then reminds the men that 
Mrs.'Lincoln does not like to have tobacco smoke in the 
house. The men are almost certain that Mr. Lincoln will 
be extended an invitation to be a presidentail candidate, 
although Mr. Cuffney mentions to Mr. Stone that Mr. Lincoln 
has shown displeasure in John Brown's fanatical philosophy 
of resistance believing that he could execute only a, policy



backed, by law. They spoke qf ■ the John Brown hanging 
.and illustrated the effects- it had on the nation. The men 
join in singitig the popular'song of the day, "John Brown's 
Body" as they think over the past events.-

Mrs. Lincoln enters the room and reprimands the 
gentlemen for-smoklng and' mentions that she is expecting 
the deputation at seven o'clock. She adds that Mr. Lincoln 
will accept thelnomination. The gentlemen comment that 
she, no doubt, had a great; deal to do with influencing Mr. 
Lincoln in making this decision. Mrs. Lincoln replies that 
she has influenced her husband in every single major...de
cision he has made, and she knows the acceptance of the 
nomination is,;the correct political move at this time. Mr. 
Stone expresses worry over the'part that Mr. Seward will 
play in this election and Mr. Cuffney states concern over 
the untidy appearance of Mr. Lincolh, as,Mrs. Lincoln 
defends the comment by saying that she has tried her best, 
but Mr.. Lincoln is quite hopeless in regard to improvement .
;\ ■ ' ' : ' • ' 3 ‘ : ' ■ , "of his personal appearance. . .•

Mr. Lincoln enters and is congratulated, on his 
.nomination. All of them realize the impact of his choice

Documented in Dixon Wee t e r The Hero in America 
(New York: Charles Scribner's .Sons., 194-1) , p. 94L

■ p ■ ' ■ \Documented in. Weoter, p.. 94. . ..
^Documented in Sandburg, p. 320. , ■
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as'-it" implies a difficult coyrse .ahead in helping the 
nation solve the problem of slavery and retain the unity 
of the nation. They all drink a toast to the nation and ■ 
the men hear Mr, Lincoln say that if he ever has a chance 
to hit slavery, he will.hit it hard. The gentlemen leave 
and Mr, and Mrs, Lincoln appear in a family scene with Mrs. 
Lincoln berating him for his careless appearance, the 
thoughtlessness, of Mr. Btone in making the parlour"11 smell 
.poison" with his tobacco smoke, and .the reactions of the 
neighbors to such ways .'; When she .leaves the room, Lincoln , :. 
turns to the map of the United States hanging on the wall 
and contemplates it, framing.himself against It, as the 
delegation enters. ■ .

The four men present their request for Mr. Lincoln 
to.accept the presidential nomination and his first concern . 
is whether or not they have considered his "disqualifications" 
for the office. They assure him that they have made every . 
consideration and that Mr. Lincoln is the best candidate.
He leaves the room to assist with dinner arrangements and 
then reenters to accept the nomination, ^he men follow the 
‘maid, Susan, to an inner room in the presence.of Mrs. Lincoln, 
leaving Mr, Lincoln contemplating the map as if to imbue his 
country .with strength for the impending conflict. The 
scene closes with Lincoln, sure of himself, calm, and deli- '

' : : ■■ V ' v : ' ■. ' ' ,berate, kneeling, with his face buried in his.hands.
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Scene 2 ; /
The two Chroniclers aver that- a man's vision leads : 

him away from the average man and lifts him to heights 
where he can contemplate his past and leaves him lonely 
because his former associates will, not understand his new 
and different views of life. He will give advice from his 
great wisdom and none will listen to him; he will live 
in a perpetual state of' .temptation to return to his form-■ • '
er way of life s yet, he will still hattie with himself to 
hold his.new way of life.

The. next scene is laid in the office of Mr.. Seward - 
in Washington, ten months later with representatives meet- 
ing from the Southern states td attempt to influence the 
President's decision regarding the evacuation of Fort Sumter. 
Mr. Seward intends to suggest the plan to the President 
and the gentlemen leave hoping that they have established 
a peaceful settlement to the problem. Mr. Lincoln enters 
and,inquires what their purpose is, and when interrogated 
about the evacuation, he replies that he must reject it as 
■it placed a stamp O f ,approval on.Southern slavery. He sees . 
through the plan as a request from the South to have both 
slavery and the power to rule and condone their actions.
He refuses to let the South,think;that they are in the 
right by uncompromisingly, handling the situation. If war



is to. come, the South will have to. start it, amQ he tells 
the group to send a wire to Beauregard with this reply.

'• After their departure Mr. Lincoln questions Seward 
as to his reason for invading on'presidential protocol, and 
Seward confesses that he did not understand the politics

iwith their implications found in the Southern request. A 

messenger arrives from Major Anderson and,¥r. Lincoln calls 
for a conference of all the available Cabinet members. They 
learn that the fort can hold out for three more days, and 
since.there has been no change in the attitude of the South, 
the Cabinet has two choices: to withdraw or to reenforce
the fortification. - The President overrides Hobk'.s and' . .v. 1
Seward's decisions and word is sent to speak with Major 
Scott on the exact amount of supplies on hand and the spe
cific needs ah this .time .. The times, are urgent .

Scene 3
The Chroniclers point out that Abraham Lincoln has 

great- compassion for All life, for all of Nature, in her 
fascinating beautyy and for humans in all facets of their 
lives , holding only courtesy, affection, and understanding ■ 
for them as would a mother for her own. Since Lincoln has

^Documented in Edgar Lee Masters, LineoIn the Man . 
(New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1931), p. 390.

O
■ Documented in John GK Nicolay and John Hay, Complste 

Works of Abrahhm Lincoln (New York: The Tahdy-Thomas Company, 
1905), II, p. 55. ■
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this compassionate understanding, what more is there to 
learn in the few remaining years of his life"? He still 
can apply one of the basic Beatitudes of the Bible , 11 Bless
ed are the merciful,*’ to the troubled ones about him as he 
emerges from two years .of war and darkness which finds him 
even greater in resolution and more constant in his em
pathy, for his people. - .

Two years later, the scene is;' a small reception 
room at the White House with Acs. Lincoln upbraiding the 
maid for referring to President Lincoln a,s Mr. Lincoln; the 
maid reflects on the growing reverence for the President 
by saying that some of:the townspeople call him Old Abe and 
Father Abraham. M r s . Goliath Blow, wife of a war profiteer, 
calls to urge the President to remain adamant until the v 
South is brought to her feet. Mrs. Otherly / in contrast, 
calls to express her fears about, a prolonged war which has 
already taken her son. President Lincoln enters and mourns 
the loss of his man power, both North and South, while Mrs.
■ Blow comments that the loss, of the Northern soldiers is the 
only tragedy, , ~' -

After the tea is served, Mrs. Otherly asks the Pres
ident if the horrible war cannot be stopped , but he reminds 
her that the wrongs still exist. ' A letter announcing the 
death of Mrs. Otherly1s son is read by president.Lincoln 
and he expresses; his deep regrets for her loss ..and his. .



Mrs. Blow briefly expresses her sympathy to Mrs. Otherly, 
but President Lincoln castigates her for malice and rê - 
vengeful. spirit â nd after she leaves, warns Susan of the 
disaster impending if; that woman returns again. The party 
leaves and Susan tidies up the room.

William Curtis has been invited .'to the White House 
and, as he is admitted, he and Susan speak of the evil of.
.slavery and the curse of the war. The President greets the' 
old preacher, an educated slave working in the interests 
of his people, and for the first time intimates his inten
tion of signing, the Emancipation Proclamation as he considers • 
it necessary for the good’ of his country. ■:

As he speaks., the tramp of marching soldiers is heard 
outside in the street below', and the words and music of "John 
Brown's Body" drift through, the confusion to give it purpose 
and direction.'

.The. Chroniclers close the scene with the thought.
,that even those "who merely witness the greatness passing 
by become great themselves. r

Scene .4 . , ... -
■ A few days later.the Cabinet meets again with two 

members .haying been replaced and , whiLe waiting for the 
President, discuss the-outcome at Antietam and the possi
bility of the President issuing the Proclamation'. Hook, 
the fictitious character, presents "the negative views as
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the others ,take sides with the'President» President Lincoln
enters, reading a passage from Artemus Ward1s "High Handed

' • • - |Outrage at Utica," feeling in good spirits. He discusses
the turn .of events with the Cabinet and asks that; Grant be 
given consideration, despite his love for liquor. As the
Cabinet members propose' arguments for and against the ..
Proclamation, the President defends his position and in- , 
sists that he be given cooperation in his policy. A moment 
of silence follows and the Cabinet members withdraw. The 
President asks Hook to remain for a moment as he interro
gates him for his disloyalty.' Hook frankly admits his 
opposition to the President and, in a fit of anger offers to 
resign his post.■ Lincoln accepts his resignation. Hook 
departs without shaking hands. The President expresses 
only pity for the turn of events and asks his secretary,
Hay, to read to him a favorite passage from Shakespeare s 
The Tempest, "We are such stuff as dreams are made on, and
our little life is rounded with a sleep."

The Chroniclers summarize the events in a choric- 
like chant: as they view the wearing away of the battle of 
lie against lie, and the Captain after four years of de
struction and hate' facing, the conclusion of the war with

^Documented in Henry Whitney r Life on the Circuit 
with Lincoln ■ (MasS;.: Es tes and Laurist, 1392 )•, p . 189.
. ' ■■ p ' '■ ■: ; ■ : - v ..;-' ' ■ ; : • ■ ■ : ■■Documented in Louis Coledge, Ulysses S. Grant 
(New-York: Houghton Mifflin, 1917)» p. 267.
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charity as he plans to reconcile the differences and rebuild 
the Nation...

Beene 5 ;' .
The time is now 1865 - four years since the onset

of the struggle - and General Grant is seen in. a. farm house 
at Appomattox , when the. President, drawn by the momentous 
occasion, enters to hear of the impending conclusion of the 
war. Word arrives that General Meade reports that Lee is 
surrounded and that the contemplated hour for surrender is
at six o 1 clock the next morning. General Grant reports a
court.martial case to the President, who confers with the 
young soldier and pardons him for sleeping on a double 
guard duty volunteered to relieve a boyhood friend,.

; News of the, surrender, is' gratefully received and 
the two great , generals , General Lee and General. Grant s con
clude the rites by agreeing that the Southern soldiers' 
retain their horses for use on their farms and that General 
Lee keep his sword as it has but one rightful place when

„ -jboth opponents view each other with pride and magnanimity.
The Chroniclers chant of the passing of another . 

event in the life of this, great nation - an event which 
labored, blossomed, and fell with no prophecy regarding the 
future. - -

Documented in Whitney, p. 448.



Scene 6 " '
The final scene is laid in a small.lounge of a 

theater near President Lincoln's box when an act of the 
play has been concluded. Applause fills the auditorium 
and cries for the President arise. He speaks, the audience 
cheers, and the next act of the play begins. John Wilkes 
Booth appears'on the stage, shots are heard, Mrs. Lincoln 
kneels by the side-of.the President, and a murmur of horror 
and grief fill the theater.^ Secretary Stanton is heard to 
say, "Now'he belongs to the ages." •'
. , The Chroniclers close this historic play with the ■
Thought: .

"But,, as we spoke, presiding everywhere 
Upon event was one man's character.
And that endures." '

Analysis 'of the Play '
• , The subject material in Abraham Lincoln by John

Drinkwater is .indeed challenging, not only from the in
tellectual phase of comprehending the historical impli
cations, but from•the emotional experiences of being 
.compassionate with the. characters of the play. Very 
little overt.action is noted in the script. Additional 
demands., are made upon the actors to hold the attention 
of the audience through their.stage presence and their

■ ^William H, Herndon,, Herndon's Lincoln  ̂(Illinois:
The Herndon's Lincoln Publishing, Company, n.d.) , III, p. 573..
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concentration on Ideas, rather than on movement and action 
as attentlon-holders. '

This script offers portrayals of only mature 
characters. Pew opportunities for character development 
are present which might permit any depth of study. Even 
Prank McGlynn In professional production, despite the fact 
that- he was an anatomical copy of Lincoln, was not- really , 
able to portray the soul of the man. In the minds of the 
critics this may have been due in part to his lack of ability 
to show the real humility of the man. Out of the many 
traits to be depicted , the. actor must, at all costs , •
achieve .the magnitude of the President. It is very diffi- . . 
cult for the amateur actor to show the many details in the 
facets'of the characters of this age group, yet the complex
ity lies not in the script, which'may sound' documentary, 
but'in the manner in which these lines are spoken.

Many people were upset with' the form of the play 
with its episodic, tableaux and chanting chroniclers. How
ever, the author pointed out that It makes no difference 
whether, or not the playwright observes the dramaturgy of 
Scribe or Sarcey. It is a- chronicle play that seeks to 
recreate the rhythms of life by methods as old as the 11 Life

^"Francis Hackett, "After the Play," Hew Republic., 
XXI, December 31, 1919, P- 148, •



and Death of King John." Most plays have returned to the 
verisimilitude of the pseudo-aristotlean unities of time 
and space. This play stands' with the other literary works 
that employ the classical style of production: Chroniclers
poetically presenting profound thoughts which are the im
plications in the text. As a result, the play "succeeds 
in creating an impression of the general externals of his 
career."2 '

This p*Lay, however, does hold important qualities 
that will help it succeed. As Arnold- Bennett states, "The 
author has a deep practical knowledge of the stage: Because
he distained all stage tricks Because he had the wit to

i ' -

s&lect for his hero "one• of. the world's" greatest and finest 
characters.. Because he had the audacity to select a gigantic 
theme and handle it with s i m p l i c i t y . .

The author has not omitted the magnanimity of Lincoln 
to the common folk as illustrated in the handling of Mrs.
Blow and Mrs. Otherly, Guffney and Curtis. These, also lend 
a universal air to the script.

Cited "by Ludwig_ Lewisbhn, "Implications of the Play 
’ Abraham Lincoln' ," . The Nation, C5C., January ■ 3 > 1920 , p.. 858 ...

. ;. ■ 2,1 After the Play," p. 49.
^Introduction, A'br ah am Line bin (Mew York: Houghton. 

Mifflin Company, 1919), p. 14. ,
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The difficulty- of this play for high school pro
duction is that the author has created many of his characters- 
merely for the purpose of exposition. The'deliniation and 
development of the supporting characters become weak in 
order to highlight the protagonist.

In:Bp.mmary, "Drinkwater has'written' a thoroughly
interesting morality -play and the public spirit which

:' "... ■ 1 ■ 
inspires such an act of education: .is, admirable." .

& chronicle -type:play tends to provide the students 
with additional knowledge on Abraham Lincoln end his times 
■ by -presenting events and their interpretation in a more 
vivid.- situation than' can be .experienced In a regular class
room. . The. moment pus " decisions that Lincoln made, the 
complex strategy of the Civil ¥ar, and. the social and. 
political implications are all incorporated in the play.

On a more personal basis, Arnold Bennett states that
this play .has a;-tendency. not.-to succeed because it does not

' - 2 -■ ... ' have a love,interest. Since this is one of the more
important interests of the high school students, much of. 
their attention is not kindled. Bennett found that this, 
trouble did not hinder the professional production. How
ever., other aspects of the.play might have to compensate for. 
this lack In .the. interest-holding .'factors for the high
school student. ,

.: - , . ■ ■ ' ■ . ■ . - ' ■ ' ... . ■ ; .

• . ^Bennett,- Intro. , p. 10. -
• 2Ibid. • ' .'- ' ■
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The -character of LincoLn as portrayed in this drama 
possesses many outstanding qualities that should he emulated, 
by both youth and, a d u l t s T h e  .'script points to the need for 
religion ;for all men9 and/especially.for great men. Lin
coln‘e:, religious vie-ws. and 'actions-, , though inconspicuous in 
the play, are most important'in their influence of character 
-development. ' .Lincoln has an inborn respect for women, and 
this aspect of his- character is. emphasized in many scenes.
The play offers opportunity to study and practice the qual
ities that are the essence of maturity, namely, control of 
the emotions. The control of anger was exemplified in the 
Hook and- Seward relationship; the use of judgment was noted 
in ability to make a right decision and then support that 
choice; the ability to see and understand others, was pre
sented in his compassion, his devotedness, and his interest 
in even the lowliest of his people. Perhaps the greatest 
trait of all was his ability to see what was his duty and 
accept the responsibility to accomplish it.. All of these 
characteristics provide valuable lessons for the young adult.

How authentic is the character of. Lincoln in this 
play? Edward/Wagenknecht statess "The Drinkwater play was 
based almost entirely upon the young Englishman's reading 
of Lord Charnwood1s biography: surely there was never a
better illustration of how the poet’s mind works as opposed 
to the- mind of the historian, or of how far the imagination.



can go in making up for lack of .knowledge.. William Barton 
rightly described t^iB .play ■' as a play , which judged critically 
is wrong in every possible detail, but strangely right in 
its emotional emphasis Thus the play may be authentic
in spirit, while failing to record exactly the names and 
actions of history. This play is the least authentic of 
the dramas considered„

Since the Brinkwater play deals With Lincoln, as 
President, it takes on the underlying tones that relate 
to current events in the national as -well as the inter
national scene. Many of the underlying .principles of these 
happenings are so basic that they are timeless.in their 
application- .

It is important to note that this play was produced 
in 1919 during World War I and that'the.Hew Republic print
ed ”that little of the Lincoln genius was present in'Amer-

■ : " vloan and world politics during this crisis." Other 
implications are seen for understanding current problems 
in.his manner of handling fanatical and radical movements 
In. the coTjntry when he coped with such problems as the 
John.Brown episode, the trials of the Abolitionists, and

- 1 . .Edward Wagenknecht, Abraham Lincoln, His Life,
Work, and Character (Hew York- Creative Age Press 1947) V 
p. xiii. .4- ' . '

2Hackett, "After the Play," p. 49.
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the pressures of various groups.. Even at the'end of the 
conflict, he held no malice toward the enemy, whom he 
considered his countrymen and dealt with them with com
passion and understanding.^ His unselfish respect for all . 
men Was especially well depicted in the character of Mr. 
Curtis, who /became a prelude, in the play, to the issuing ■ 
of the Emancipation Proclamation'. These traits reveal ■ 
the essence of man's,relationship with man, and cannot • 
be relegated to any certain period V

The timelessness of this drama is expertly revealed 
in an incident reported by Frank Whiting that when he was 
directing this play the actors seemed to lack the.tension 
and intensification needed for the war scenes. After a 
vivid comparison of the Pearl Harbor attack and its personal 
reaction in the minds and hearts of the actors to the Civil 
War experiences they were trying to portray, the actors 
were able to capture the'feelings needed for the scenes in 
the script. - Many implications viewed in the Linepin play 
can find their counterparts in present day issues of segre
gation, pressure groups., commerce and trade, war and the 
rumblings of war, and human rights.

1 ■ ■ ■ ■- " .■ ■ ,"Letters and Art," Literary Digest, LIX, Ho. 13, 
December 28, 1918, p . 29»

- ■ * ■' g • ■ " * . ■ , •An Introduction to the Theatre (New York: Harper -
and Brothers Publishers,1954), p. 156.
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Dpinkvrater1 s play incorporates many of the common 
impress ions' of Lincoln's life and. personality. His personal 
hahits, interests in public opinion, dignity in handling 
political and social affairs, humbleness as concerned with 
his personal achievements , his. personal concern for others., : 
his desire to safeguard the welfare of the country, and his 
saving grace in a good sense of humor ~ these are 'the tra- 
.ditional traits of Lincoln portrayed in the play.

The' few authentic portions of the script are noted, 
in the synopsis of the text. This play is not historically 
correct as admitted by the author. , He states that his t
purpose is that of a dramatist, not that of a political •. 
philosopher. "My concern is with the profoundly dramatic
interests of his character.and the inspiring example of a

’ 1 man who handled, war nobly and with imagination." The .
fictitious character; of Hook was .added for dramatic
necessity. He chose to invent a character which embodies
all of the antagonistic forces rather than invest these.
traits in any single member of his Cabinet.

A. writer.in The Nation points out that another pos
sible fault of. this drama lies in the fact that Drinkwater. 
often combined the texts of many of Lincoln's speeches,

, especially in , the theater .scene when the. Second Inaugural

1Drinkwater-, p. vii„
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. iAddress an<3: the G-ettysburg A'ddi’ess' were combined," The 

author realized this fault as he admits in a play he wrote 
entitled Lincoln and Shakespeare. He has written the fol
lowing lines:

Lincoln: Don t tell anyone , but I have' a copy
. \ of it (Drinkwater* s Abraham- Lincoln) ■

sent across here„ It is well enough—
In fact, I should like to see it.
He plays the devil with one or two of 
my speeches.

Shakespeare: Don’t worry, Abraham. They do that 
with all of mine.2

The outstanding force of this particular script 
lies in the spirit that 'permeates the text and eventually 
the production. Arnold Bennett produced this play in London 
and he. remarked about the "spell that is woven by the spirit 
of this drama. ■

Despite the vast numbers of unrelated scenic designs, 
demanded by the locales of the script, numerous variations 
can be- used. Essentially the scenic demands are around 
interiors: the Springfield home of the Lincolns, the office .
of Secretary,Seward in Washington,- a small reception room

i  . ; ' "  ■ ■ ■Lewisohn, p.. 47.
o ' .' - , - ■ . • : . ' ' " - .John Drinkwater 5 Lincoln and Shakespeare / Lincoln, • 

the World Emancipator (New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 
.1930)-, p. 89. \ _ ' •

"5 ‘ 'Drinkwater, Abraham Lincoln, p. xii. -
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in the White House, the Cabinet room, a farm house near
Appomattoxand the theater box in the Ford Theater. Un
doubtedly many SQenery-sairing devices could be used, since 
the important contribution of the play is not the local 
color, but the stature and greatness of the President.
However, no matter what scenery is used, sufficient lights

• • . ' p  ■'must illuminate the characters and assist in creating moods.
This essentially is one of the great problems of the high , '
school productions.

Costumes and make-up present problems to the poorly 
■ equipped high school as1 the demands of the play are for 
costumes of the period, make-up with beards and hair ar
rangements of the Civil War period, and, adroit techniques 
in making the youthful students appear -as adults and aging 
characters. . ' ' -

The play.Abraham Lincoln, is the study of a character 
■silhouetted against a background of his ideas. The task of 
the director suggests the heavier requirements made on the - 
actor by such a play. This type of drama with its almost 
classical form demands the highest standards' of technique?.■ 
and imagination in staging and directing. Great demands

"^Kenneth Mac go wan and william Me Ini 12 , The Living 
Stage (New York: Prentice-Hall Company , 1955) , p. 49.

^Hubert Heffner, Samuel Selden, and Hunton Bellman, 
Modern Theater Practice (Hew' York: Appleton-Century-Crofts , 
Inc., 1946),-p. 329.. - : ' ■ , ■ ■ ;
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are placed on the student actor as he must show maturity in 
age and emotion. Since all of the roles of the .play are

. - V ' - f ■ 'past middle age,, the director has a real problem in cast- 
■ing and directing. The emotions of this play are well be
yond the understanding of the average high school students. 
Before attempting a production, the director should pre-cast 
this difficult play to see if qualified actors are available. 
The chronicle play with its many implications is a.complex 
medium for the average high, school audience, as it needs 
an audience with intellectiial and emotional background ■ 
coupled with previous theater-going experience.

In evaluation the demands upo'p. director, actors, and 
audience of this script are so great that production prob
lems become almost unsurmountable for the average high school. 
However, if the intellectual and cultural backgrounds have 
been developed in a specific school situation, production 
of the play would be a challenging, worthwhile experience„
In the. light of this survey, the play Abraham Lincoln by 
John Drinkwat.er was not considered for production in this 
specific, high school.



■Synopsis and. Analysis of Abe Lincoln In Illinois by Robert . 
'E. Sherwood.
Synopsis of. the Play
Act 1

In the: opening scene .Abraham Lincoln is studying with 
his schoolmaster, Mentof Graham,, in his cabin in Hew Salem,_ .. ■ V  ■ : ' -Illinois.- Lincoln is about twenty-one years old and. dressed, 
in his backwoods ragged, clothing. They are studying grammar 
and the. Various moods to be analyzed. Lincoln is reading 

' from a Congressional ■ speech by Daniel Webster , which point
edly reflects the views which will be propounded by Lincoln 
in his later years. For an example of the potential mood 
in grammarLincoln cites an example of his unfortunate 
financial condition in the grocery business - a. fact that 
seems to weigh upon his mind. The schoolmaster corrects . 
Abe's grammar, his manner of.Speaking, and the. dynamics of 
his reading. He comments o n .John Keat1s poem , " Can death 
be sleep, when life is but a dream?", and confesses that , 
death has' always been a threat to him, from Nature in his 
close living with it and from man in his.rare dealings with 
them on his trip to New Orleans. He fears death because
of the influence it has had upon his life, through the pass-

. . . .  ping of his mother,'and the killing of the defenseless deer.

i .
Documented in William Barton, The Life of Abraham 

Lincoln (Indiana: Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1925) 5 P« 162..
2Documented .in’Sandburg, p. 39*



The schoolmaster leaves and. 4he sits' reading "On Death" as \ 
the lights fade.

On the fourth of July many of the townfoik meet at' 
the Rutledge Inn and. want to see Abe, so. Josh Speed goes 
to the foot races to give him the message. Mr. Edwards • 
has come- down from Springfield, to search for a candidate 
to run for office to frustrate that tyrant, Andy Jackson. . ; 
The Olary Drove boys enter the tavern and raucously demand 
a keg .of liquor from Ann Rutledge. She refuses to- serve ■ : 
them, but Jack Armstrong of the gang recognized Minian 
Edwards, the son of -the governor, and proceeds to antagonize 
him. Abe Lincoln enters, and sensing the situation, diplo
matically ushers Jack Armstrong and his gang out even though 
threats .are shouted by them. Edwards and Speed are much 
impressed-with Abe's way with, men and suggest to him. that 
he run for the State Assembly in the,fall. Abe thinks that 
he would be a poor candidate as. he can't keep himself out 
•of: debt, but the Judge assures Edwards that Abe's debts 
were incurred voluntarily by Lincoln assuming the indebted- .

- " ' -ĵ
ness of.$1,500 In the bankruptcy of Berry's store. They : 
both agree that this was. a most commendable action and 
makes Lincoln even more worthy as. a candidate. The delegation 
leave and Abe remains to talk with Ann. She haslbeen crying .

^-Documented, in Sandburg, p> 171 •
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and tells Lincoln about a letter from the faithless McElel, 
to whom she has been promised. . Abe..- s; sincerity, and under
standing are a comfort to her, and as he declares his affec
tion for her, she begins to feel that she must see more of 
him to make up her'mind. - Abe leaves with joy in his heart 
for the love of Ann and for a determination of mind to 
accept the candidacy.

The next scene occurs a year later in Bowlin Green's 
house near New Salem where Bowlin and his wife Nancy are 
waiting for Abe,'who has returned after.a year to see the 
ailing Ann Rutledge. They speak of Abe's inactivity in the 
Assembly and try to explain it by realizing, that Abe is in 
love. They feel that.Abe's fears'can be dispelled only by 
Ann's strong love and the force and power that love gives 
him.^ Abe knocks at. the door .and, is admitted showing him 
worn, rain-soaked , and discouraged. His greetings, are 
perfunctory and his simple announcement, "Ann is dead", 
leaves all of them in silence. Lincoln, dejected and torn 
emotionally, reviews the sad happenings and expresses fears

• - 2that he will not be able to go on alone. The Greens 
insist that he rest with them for a while, sleep and. think 
things out for himself. He mounts the ladder to the attic

^Documented in J . G . Rand all, Mr. Lincoln (New York:'. 
Dodd, Mead and Company, 1957) ,. p. 6. -

P ’Documented in Herndon9 -pp.. 128-129.
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and his lone candle heam casts a faint glow on the room 
below as the Greens retire and leave the lonely soul to 
his thoughts .

4ct 2, Scene 4 ■ ■ , ; '
Five years later Abe Lincoln is seen inhis law 

office, Lincoln and Stuart, in Springfield, in the midst of 
another campaign. He talks with ■ a law student , Billy Hern
don, about his trips, his verbal meetings with Douglas, 
and his poor health on the tour. Billy reports that little 
had happened while he had been gone, except that the Elijah 
Love joy League of Freeman would like to have him speak at 
an abolitionist rally. Abe tells of seeing slaves chained
together, of being whipped into submission,-?and presenting •

ia shocking sight for human beings.
Josh Speed and Bowlin Green arrive to inquire about 

the campaign and learn that Lincoln is quite a social success«, 
having been invited, to Governor Edwards *. home and the White 
House, and has paid off his indebtedness - seven cents on 
the dollar. They upbraid Lincoln assures them that he real
izes the problems of the controversy over slavery, the annex
ation of Texas, the impending civil war, and the difficulty 
he would have of making decisions on each of these matters.

"^Documented in Masters pp, 23-24. '
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At all costs, he states, he would avoid viar - for a tract 
of land or for a principlei Ninian Edward s has come to the 
law office to invite^Abe Lincoln'to another Edwards1 dinner 
This; ■time he will meet a Miss Mary Todd , Ninian1 s sister-in 
law , Who;•••it seems , is husband' hunting.. Abe accepts and ‘ 
assures the party that both North and South are right and 
both are wrong and equal in strength;.someday, he says, he 
will split himself .asunder and it will be good riddance.for 
all of them. Abe feels that he must get back to Nancy and. 
Josh and get ready to make a good Impression on Mary Todd, 
at the dinner.

Act 2, Scene 5
Some six months later Elizabeth and Ninian.Edwards ■ 

are discussing the strong" possibility that Mary Todd will 
marry Lincoln. Just then Mary Todd enters.the room and 
sensing the discussion about her, confirms the. rumor by 
saying that she wants the. adventure and success which she 
feels will come to the Lincoln family. Lincoln calls, and 
as; the Edwards retire to hear the evening prayers of the 
children, Abe stands facing the fireplace, as Mary Todd 
looks at him "with melting eyes". ,

Act 2 , Scene.6 .
A few weeks later Abe and Josh are sitting in the ' 

law office discussing a letter which Abe has written to 
Mary.Todd asking to be released from making the marriage



contract. Josh Speed feels that Lincoln fears her goading, 
ambitious ways only because he is lazy and indolent and 
should be making progress in his leadership of the Nation’s 
affairs. Billy Herndon, drunk and outspoken, comes to see 
Lincoln and brutally sets forth the idea that it is Lin
coln s duty to stir himself and help the Nation in this . 
time of stress, It is his duty to develop his skills to be 
ready for the greater opportunity. Lincoln with infinite 
weariness leaves to talk with Mary personally in place of 
.sending the. letter. "May God be with him!” breathes Billy 
fervently as Lincoln leaves. .

Act 2 , Scene 7
The scene is an' open camp on the. prairie near New 

Salem, nearly two years after the preceding scene. . The 
Seth Gale family are gathered about the campfire worrying 
over, the illness of their seven year old son. Seth sends 
for Abe Lincoln, whom.he hasn t seen since a boy, and hopes 
that a doctor can be found. The Gales greet Lincoln and 
are surprised at his new stature: important, self-assured,
and yet compassionate, mindful of those about him. They
1 / , . _ ''1 ’ 1 - ,
talk about their loyalties to their country and the need 
for outstanding leadership. Lincoln leaves to get Dr. 
Chandler for the stricken lad. : .



Act 2 , Scene 8
A few days afterward Abe Lincoln goes to the Ed

ward s1 home to visit with Mary Todd explaining his lack of 
decision and confessing that Seth G-ale helped him. see that he 
must stay and work for the glory that will be his. Mary is 
understandings both of his past Illness and his hesitancy 
to accept the grueling, way ahead , yet. she is willing to 
forget the past inconsiderations and face the.future with 
"Abe, I love you....Whatever becomes of the two of us,.I'll 
die loving you," and Abe Lincoln. hoOJds her in a loose em
brace as he Stares at the’ carpet over her shoulder.

Act 3, Scene 9
1 On a summer evening in the year 1858' a crowd gathers 

at the open air platform ■ to hear Abe Lincoln debate Judge 
SSepWte A. Douglas;.! The two speakers are introduced by 
Ninian Edwards. Douglas labors the points that our country .. 
does, not have freedom and equality when factories in the 
North strike against a 14-hour working day, when some refute . 
the Supreme Court ■decision regarding the Dred Scott case, 
and when some advocate voting, eating, sleeping, and marry
ing negroes. The land can exist half free and. half slave.

■1 ' ■Documented in Roy P* Easier, Collected.Works of
Abraham Lincoln (New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1955),
pp. 166-167- . " -
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Abraham Lincoln with simplicity and. directness ex
poses the lack of consistency in the Douglas arguments and 
summates the case by propounding that there can be only one 
definition of freedom, that our country can be the encourage
ment of the world by proving that man is worthy to be free, 
and finally, that he is not propounding war, but the fact 
that "a house divided against itself cannot stand." Lincoln 
turns and goes back to his seat as the lights fade.

Act 3; Scene 10 •
Abe Lincoln is sitting in his own home with his 

family about him. It is in the spring of i860- in. late aft
ernoon. Abe is telling the two younger sons a/bout, the 
early pioneering days and the hardships and difficulties 
of the times. Robert, seventeen and home from study at 
Harvard , is smoking a pipe; his' mother scolds him for 
filling the whole house with smoke. Lincoln mentions that 
he is expecting a delegation from the East to interview 
him as a candidate for the Presidency . Mary Lincoln is. h 
horrified that she has not been informed of this most 
important visit.of their married life,, but she scurries 
about getting ready to entertain the guests. As Abe goes ; 
out to clean his boots, Mary confides in Josh Speed, who 
has been sitting quietly in the corner; she says her life 
with Abraham has been exciting.and trying, but, in spite
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of rumors that she is a nagging woman, she loves Abe, 
sees his greatnessand desires to be the help to him 
she knows he needs. ■ ,

Dr. Barrick, Crimmin, and Starveson are greeted 
and offer the candidacy to Abe, who after deep soul- 
searching -and self-examination, accepts the nomination.
The gentlemen, when alone, see a real d iplomat in Abraham 
Lincoln, and feel that he can win votes, hold the eonfi-• 
"denee of the people, and play the game with his party.
Lincoln returns, to invite them .for tea and to meet Mrs.

: , : ; ' : ' : " ... ... , ' ' , " ' : ' . . ' ... Lincoln. '

Act. 3, Scene 11 ■■
The great day of the election has arrived and. the 

Lincoln family with the c amp a i gn n1e ad ers are gathered in 
the Illinois State House on November 6,■ 1860. The returns 
are coming in with varied accounts being tabulated. Mary 
Lincoln becomes hysterical as she shouts criticisms at her 
husband when Chicago newspapers bring uncomplimentary' re
marks about him, Lincoln asks the' group to leave as he 
upbraids Mary for her public display of poor manners. She 
is sent home and. told to make no further, public comments.. 
The gentlemen return with unfavorable news and Lincoln 
leaves' the room to meditate about the serious turn of the 
Nation's affairs. . . '

^Documented in .Whitney, p. 91«



Hinian Edwards rushes in to tell Lincoln that he 
has been elected. .She: is sobered by the great responsi
bilities that have become his; his first thought is to go 
home to tell Mary. Three soldiers step up to act as a 
personal guard for the President-Elect of the United'States, 
whose life has been threatened

Set 3, Scene 12
S crowd gathers at the railroad station on February 

11, 1861, as the Lincoln family. board the train from Spring
field with destination the White' House.' The Presidential 
G-uard are vigilant, although.the soldiers fear that Lincoln 
does not safeguard his life. Mary Lincoln has spoken about 
Abe’s. remark, "If I live.. .1. y" so all are much concerned 
about his welfare. The crowd ask the President-Elect to 
speak and he tells them of the sadness of this parting, of 
the fight for democracy and freedom, and of his wish to be 
remembered in their praye'rS.. The band swings into the re
frain of "The. Battle Hymn of the Republic" and the crowd / 
sing, "His soul goes marching on", as the Presidential . 
train moves away into the distance.

Analysis of the Play '
An outstanding point in the analysis of the play, .... 

Abe Lincoln in Illinois by Robert E. Sherwood.. is a wide

^-Documented in Wecter, p. 91-
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range of development needed to "be portrayed In the part of ' 
Lincoln, as the actor 11 must look :the nart from a careless;

' ' ' ' ■ . ■ ' ■ ' . : . ' ■ ' ■ 3 ", .good natured boy to a towering man of m e l a n c h o l y T h i s  
is no easy task for a high school student,'or the director, 
to achieve this professional effect. The role is indeed 
challenging, and it demands an accomplished actor to show •; 
this growth from a mere youth to maturity. Then, too, the 
part of Lincoln consists of not' only, many' speechesbut long 
ones. The memorizing of such a script is a monumental task 
not only for length of line, but accuracy, as in this case, 
any deviation from the. script would be noted by the audience 
because the words are so well known and loved. .

The other roles in the .script are for the most part 
adult, mature characters. Over half of the cast of forty 
to fifty roles need not be of top caliber. The remainder 
of the cast can be taken by average students, even the part 
of the drunken Herndon,, under good direction, is well with
in the abilities of students.. In order to stage an effect
ive production, all members - of the cast would be challenged 
to give superior performances to create the unity and force 
demanded in the script .

1-Brooks Atkinson, !lThe f l a y S e c t i o n  2, The New 
York.Times, October.17, 1938, p. 12. '



Sherwo.od In devising the play has writ ten under 
the assumption that Lincoln1s .life needs, no ornamentation, 
no symbolism, no sentimentalizing, or dramatizing to reveal 
the important events in his life. The play ends, with Lin
coln’s "departure for the White House,. so.-the theme is not 
concerned, with the; depicting of a leader, but the process 
by which this strange unpromising man grew into material 
for leadership.. ‘-This is a-difficult task; since little is 
actually known of these preparational years. Eaton says 
that a, profound character has to be illustrated not by his 
reactions, to the profound events, but by his reactions to 
the simpler, even primitive,frontier. Not only is it 
something of a mystery how he could have developed under 
those circumstances., but technically, it is difficult to . 
illustrate this development. John Gassner says.that 
'’Sherwood has accomplished this and through the anti-heroic 
conception of the c h a r a c t e r . S o  with a minimum amount of 
historical Invention he has written a three-dimensional, .1 
character with a great amount of theatrical presence. From 
the literary point, of v i e w i t  must be, noted that " a drama-, 
tist does not hesitate in an historical play- to invent 
speeches .for the minor, characters, which will move his

■^Walter Pritcher-Eaton, "The Stage and Screen:," / ■ 
Oommonweai, XXIX, No. I, October 28", 1938, p. 20..

2Masters of the Drama (New York: Dover Publicity, 
Inc . ,1940) , p. 677, ; r . , ; , . : : ; v : ;.
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story forward and focus the theme:. He has to think twice 
'before Inventing dialogue for'.Abraham Lincoln."

All of the scenes lend some development to the, 
basic:1 growth of this character .v.; The play could hot have . 
ended with the second act and still create the epic pro
portions . .of the drama. The play fails .to. be moving in < 
the first sceness but gathers full momentum in the later 
scenes when the actual words.of Lincoln supply the.text. 
Gassner believes"that "the total effect of these discon
nected scenes produces a tiresome portrayal, of Lincoln* s 
life-and lacks the unification to show the development' 
towards his emergence as a national figure." .

Sherwood 1 s drama offers many situations, 'that hold 
interest for high school students. The historical figure 
rises from a poopy. frontier boy ;to .President and has com
parable situations to modern youth as he seeks to use the 
many opportunities for advancement. The closeness of the 
• school situation captures the students'1 interest in the 
first scene. The, Clary Grove boys, with their boisterous
ness catches the Spirit of the modern situation. The love 
interest is appealing to youth as it is portrayed both ln

•^Eaton, p. 20. 
^Gassner , p. 677»
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the relationship of Ahe to Ann Rutledge and also in the 
romance and marriage of Abe and Mary Todd. The excitement 
connected with the scenes in obtaining the Presidency 
holds appeal for the a,dventurous teenager.

The integration of this play with other high school 
subjects can be achieved, through many educational devices 
from the implications arising from Lincoln's frontier liv
ing to the' Presidential experiences.

. Sherwood' has chosen to portray many outstanding 
qualities of Lincoln that are well within the teenagers' 
ability to understand and emulate. Among them are Lin- . '•
coin's dislike for liquor in the second scene and his 
efforts in achieving an education and the results experienced. 
A,good lesson in human relationships is pointed up in Lin
coln' s ability ,to capture the respect of all types of 
people without lowering himself to their cultural levels. 
Lincoln's constant effort to help others in unselfish ways
is portrayed in Act 2. Upholding of truth stands out as
' '■ ■■ ■ . ■ ■ ■ . ' ■ ■ .. : ' , ' one of the fine, broad concepts of Lincoln s life. The

whole plot., eVolvement portrays the development of a great
man. He is so unpretentious, so.fundamentally pure and
sound, and so human - like all.mankind: a fine welding of
good and bad, commendable and objectionable, and firm and :
wavering in his convictions. Sherwood 1 s'.Abe Lincoln in
Illinois provides a great wealth of political truths that
can be applied to our present national and international
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problems.. The. script in numerous ’ incidents points toward . 
the need for respecting all men by understanding them and 
guiding.them. Lincoln clearly illustrates the need for a 
leader to be one of the people, so he can be close to them, 
understand their problems, and be acceptable to them as a 
medium for problem-solvingGassner indicates a closer 
application as it "foreshadows the current, conflict between 
capital and labor; it promulgates the defense of democracy 
and. its extension into fundamental social spheres; the • 
affirmation of the American faith in the worth of common 
man and the value in homespun conscience."^ Brooks At-

pkinson” believes that of all the Lincoln plays this one 
carries the greatest social and political implications.

Robert Sherwood states that he realizes the many 
inaccuracies in his drama , but, . "when he (a playwright) .. 
writes a  subject out of history, he cannot be a scholarly 
recorder; he is at best, an interpreter with a certain 
•facility for translating all that he has heard, in a manner 
sufficiently dramatic to attract a crowd. He has been 
:granted a ...poetic license,to distort and embellish the

^Gassner, p. 677. . . .
^Thb Hew York Times, October 23, 1938.



' 1truth.H" 4. case in point is that he admittedly introduces 
Josh Speed:and Ninian Edwards in the New Salem scenes, when 
the actual acquaintanceship occurred in Springfield. Sher
wood has made use of the colloquialism of the area and 
coupled it with the frontier characters so that the first 
scenes become vivid and understandable. The Presidential ■ 
election scenes become realistic; and supply the fervor which 
surrounds Lincoln in his trip to the White House..

Sherwood has taken great pains to authenticate the 
script. In this study only a portion of the authenticity 
is noted to give an idea of the closeness to historical . 
fact. The character of Lincoln and the.related characters 
are essentially true, with, the exception of Speed and Ed
wards. and a few details of the romance with'Mary Todd. The 
spirit of. Lincoln has been caught in this drama as he is,, 
viewed, growing from a frontier youth into the greatness of 
a President. Atkinson-also points out that the play close
ly adheres to the:historical facts in recording the events
. \  , ■ ■ .- . . . ? ■ " • '■■■■ ' ■ , ; 
of Lincoln's life and times.

The physical requirements of the production,: although 
essentially realistic in nature, may be highly simplified

^"The Substance Abe Lincoln in I l l i n o i s Abe Lincoln 
in Illinois (New York and London: Charles Scribner's Sons, ~ 
1939) , P« 189. ‘

2 •

The Mew York Times. October 23, 1938.
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.and still be eff ective . Jo 'Mlelziner, In designing the - 
touring production, found simplified- sets even more effect
ive than the highly detailed, realistic designs had been 
in the New York production.^ The costumes -demanded are, 
by necessity, of fine quality,, so that they reflect the 
spirit of the whole play from the early frontier days to 
the high society life of.Springfield. The make-up is a 
great problem In being able'to produce age in most of the 
characters and exhibiting a,growing maturity witnessed, in 
the more than twenty years covered by the script.

•The actors and director must be capable of producing 
the two: moods of : the play $ the atmosphere of the frontier 
and the. fervor of the political world of the time. The 
average high;school student will be taxed to show the dev
elopment . of Lincoln, not only in mind but in age. The 
audience in most high school .situations will be. able to . 
follow the action of the play with its ideas and their lm- 
. plications . If this, play Is carefully paced ,. it will hold 
great appeal. The central problem lies in having enough 
competent actors to portray the roles and enough theatri
cal knowledge to handle the multi-sets-.

The production possibilities of Abe Lincoln in 
Illinois by - Sherwood can easily;.be suited to high school

"For further discussion, see Edward A. Wright, A 
-Primer for Playgoers (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey-■ Pr.en- 
tice-Hall, Inc., -1958) , p. 163, . .



presentation.-' It has great educational, values and good 
audience appeal. The problem lies in finding enough 
capable students .to handle the mature roles and the grad
ual growth into maturity, and in having enough time and ■ 
technical- knowledge to execute and maneuver the production.
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The Synopsis and Analysis of John Brown's Body by Stephen 
Vincent Benet

Synopsis of the Play
, John Brown1 s Body "by Stephen Vincent Benet opens 

with a prayerful invocation which chants of men end women . 
with their differing ideas who founded America? built solid 
foundations from their,dreams, and developed an American . 
Way. of life. Upon these words he invokes Sod Is blessing 
to. touch them, with a light, which will illuminate them and • 
point the way to greater understanding. The poem then - 
presents a series of vignettes vividly portraying a vital ; 
people in conflict.

■ ■ The prelude presents a moving word picture of the
Hew England slave boat bringing its cargo to the South.
The tensions, the physical discomforts, the mental anguish, 
the illnesses and deaths, are revealed in a, background of 
conflicting emotions. . .. ■

Book 1 .. . :-,
A young Connecticut lad., Jack Elly at, ponders on 

the beauty of the land, the people, and the opportunities 
f or* a full life, when he experiences a breaking of this 
problem of abolition.
/' In contrast, Clay Wingate , a Southern gentleman,
rides, about his plantation full of pride in his deeply
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rooted ancestry, his wealth, and .his security. Be enjoys 
a life of. luxury, even to dissipation, until, like an arrow 
from ambush, he is stung with the news of the conflict, and 
be conies old, shackled by his beliefs, and numb to the im
pact..

In much detail the John Brown story is told. The 
account opens with a prayer by John Brown, a fifty-nine 
‘year old Northerner, who is aware of his def iance in taking 
the law in his hands, but feels justified because he is 
furthering God's advancing war which..seems to start in 
bleeding Kansas. His son Oliver is killed by his side in
making his-stand during the bloody fray. John Brown must •

' 1 ■ ' . stand trial for his acts„
, Through the eyes of Cud jo, Wingate1s slave, a tell- . 

ing picture is;revealed of his plantation, and the people 
on it. He sees them in their high society setting of the 
South and looks with great desire upon the beauty of Wingate1 
Sally Dupre, feeling for her what: his.black mother had felt 
for her master.

Jack Ellyat, visiting with bis family, hears of John 
Brown s 'raid and his father explains it by saying that it 
is the "work of a madman." The injured Brown suffers in 
■ the prison while awaiting the trial-in the historic courthous

-Documented in Weeter, p. 195.
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His trial is / no .doubt s fair ;■he is.given an opportunity 
to defend himself in his purpose to free the slaves, to ask 
for mercy in the words of the Bible, and to explain that . 
his associates came to tifs assistance; by their own'free 
wills. He expresses his satisfaction with the trial it- 
self. The verdict is guilty with the penalty of hanging.

"The hatchet cut the. cord. The greased trap 
■ fell. . ; .

So perish all such enemies of Virginia;
All.such enemies of the Union;
All such foes of the human race."

John Brown dies feeling martyred for his cause but "Nothing 
is changed.. John Brown, nothing is changed." ;

Book 2 .. - .
The war drags on with the poem relating thumbenail . 

sketches of war-touched, citizens. Sally Dupre, the South
ern belle,- still Vis untouched, by the,force.of the war, 
except to name her horse after General Beauregard. Garter, 
the telegraph operator, remains long hours at his;keyboard 
waiting for the news, "By Jesus, they've done it I" Judah . 
Benjamin, the dapper Jew, sees far enough ahead to realize 
that the states must hang together or they.will hang separ
ately. He feels smug as he sits behind his fan saying his 
prayers."which are superior'to all others."

President Lincoln evaluates his position and hopes 
that he will be able to hold out longer .than President Davis
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of the Confederacy. The individual citigen takes time to 
ponder about the impact of the war, as the reader sees 
Clay Wingate contemplating his loves and his hates , and. 
his wish to go back to peace-time pleasures.

A colored Couple, slaves of Wingate1s plantation, 
talk.of their lives and their opportunities for freedom.
Jake Diefer and his wife on their Pennsylvania farm say 
farewell'to each-other as he leaves for war., Luke Breck- 
enridge leaves to join the Confederate army to fight those 
northerners, or Englishmen, or some other people called 
Yankees „ Wack Elly at joins the 'northern soldiers with 
a cry, "On to Richmond'."

i. Confederate soldier, Curly Hatton, marches to the 
front, feeling.totally unfit for this task as his weight, 
his easy-going manner,and his many love affairs obsess 
his mind. Judith Henry, bedridden and war-weary, sees 
nothing but destruction and death in store. The Congressmen 
of the Worth hurry out to watch the Battle of Bull Run like 
a spectacle, was viewed in Caesar's time.

The battles with McDowell, Beauregard., and Johnson 
are retold. The individual experiences of Luke Brecken- ' 
ridge are recounted as he enters the war near Warrentown 
pike . Curly Hatton, is carried into ...the fray at Henry Hill, 
is injured, and dies. Judith Henry is killed by five 
sudden wounds as she lies in her bed. Jack Bllyat sees 
action near Hatton .and experiences, the terrors■ of war. .
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Walt Whitman longs to ease the pain of the war by 
helping the wounded. Horace G-reely pleads for an armistice. 
President Lincoln keeps in close touch with all events and. 
courageously tries to keep his country teogether.

Book 3 :
The war goes on. Jack Ellyat re-enlists and con

templates his loyalty, the business people picking up war 
contracts, and the dreariness of the war. He and Bailey 
are taken prisoners and escape, only to be given aid by 
Melora Vilas. He falls in love with her, spending many 
hours in her company;.' He is captured and held for exchange 
with the Worth.

Book'4
Wingate s household is anticipating his return.

Whe'n he arrives , he sees the whole South With .changed' eyes , 
even the fall of his own estate, Wingate Hall. The old 
negro, Spade, with hatred in his heart, escapes after many 
attempts.

In a .kaleidoscopic review, the leaders, - the men., 
and the events pass across the horizon as President Lincoln 
strains to comprehend all facets of the war and give,leader
ship to his country. Ellyat and Bailey, by coincidence, 
meet in a prison camp deep in the South. John Brown's 
body is dead in his grave with no sound in his bones, but 
the noise of the battle. ;
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Book 5
President Lincoln keeps in touch, with all aspects 

'a? the conflict and petitions G-od to give him proper 
guidance. Spade, the runaway slave, arrives safely in the 
North, "begging to keep out of the white-f oiks' war. and just 
be allowed to get himself "a gal and a mule.” Melora 
anticipates the day when,.as an unwed mother, she bears 
the child of Ellyat and he returns to complete her happiness. 
The balance of the war shifts now North - now South. Ellyat
and Bailey tell of their lives in a prison camp and exper
ience the joy of being exchanged for Southerners, and return
ing to the North. , ;■

BOOk 6 :1''" / - ' ' ' ^ : ' : ; ;
The story .continues with,the return of Cud jo to 

Wingate Hall, which he finds in a dilapidated condition. 
.Sally ,Dupre bemoans her fate of having "to resort to hand 
labor and fears Wingate * a love will be turned to another .
When Wingate returns to his unkept plantation, his thoughts . 
turn to Lucy With her beauty and her loveliness.

• - Jack Ellyat, recuperating in New England, receives .
word he can return to his Army, of the Potomac and he longs
to be near Melora. Back in the woodland, Melora, with her 
mother assisting, gives birth to a blue-eyed boy. Shippy, 
an itinerant peddler, is caught with army papers and is 
hung as a spy, Lucy Weatherly has many loves among the •
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soldiers and so follows the troops•to cheer the brave men 
as they' return from battle. v ■ ' .

Stonewall Jackson lies dying from'a wound from a . 
chance bullet-spat ter and has. lain for four days in deep 
pain, losing his arm in an effort to save his life. His 
wife comes to his side as he moves into delirium preceding 
his death. .V "  ̂ : : ' .

Book 7 . ; ■ ' .
' The weary war goes on and both sides are tired and ■ 

floundering in their exhaustion. Jack Ellyat reports the 
action from Cemetery Badge as'he fights, is wounded, and is 
taken care of by the stretcher bearers. : Jake Diefer exper
iences the struggle at Gettysburg. Wingate sees the end. 
for the South, but ,he is. too tired to give much strength 
to the battle. "

Vicksburg falls. Lee is entrenched on Seminary 
Hill. All roads seem to lead to Appomattox.

Book 8 '
The end of the war is approaching. Grant has come 

East to take his last command'; the seige of Petersburg 
begins;.deserters leave the Confederate Army. Luke - 
Breckenridge, lagging behind his regiment, takes his own 
furlough and gains a bride. Spade, the runaway slave, 
continues to travel North until he reaches the Diefer
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farm and hires himself to the disabled Diefer as a farm 
hand. Meldra, with her father as a companion and a guide, 
drives North to Jack Ellyat and the start of a new life, 
Sally Bupre waits until the war ends and happily sees 
Wingate walk painfully down the path to her.

The war ends:. Lincoln wakes to a new dream from 
the old, for the South and Lee have surrendered and. the war 
is stamped out. President Lincoln looks•ahead to times 
of peace, but his time is too short, as a crazed murderer 
snuffs out the life that was to have led the country b®ck 
to unity.

Yes,' John Brown is dead; *bury the South together 
with this man. Out of his sinews has sprung the progress 
America has known. The problem of the': races is still a 
portentous menace. From John Brown's martyrdom has come 
the lesson that one should neither' applaud nor condemn::.the 
presence of the problem, but keep the heart and soul from 
it and merely say,' "it is here ." . . . -

Analysis of the Play
John Brown's Body by S.tephen Vincent Benet is an 

extended poem, episodic and dramatic in its form, and high
ly adaptable for production in reader's theater or with 
original rewriting using cuttings for an effective stage 
production. Basil Davenport says' that "it is sometimes a 
little too loose, coming perilously near prose, yet it can
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carry casual conversations without incongruity, or at need, 
can deepen without any sense of.abrupt transition into 
blank verse for the nobility of Lincoln or Lee, or even 
slip into rhyme for the romantics of the Wingates.."-*- The 
poem offers a wide variety of possible adaptations for the ' 
stage, but the cuttings would have, to be made by the direct
or for the specific instance.

' / ■' " ■' . - - -The Benet poem preserves the darkest and the most
agonizing moments in American memories when two parts of
the nation were huddled together and shot at each other for -.
. ... ; : ■ ■ ; 2 ■ ■ ' four bloody years," points out Atkinson. The Charles
Laughton .adaptation has reduced the poem to tractable size
with choruses that sing and images that can be acted.
Certainly there is no higher illustration of the literary
worth of the poem than to remember that it received the
Pulitzer prize in 1928.

The play, however, was criticized by Atkinson as
being too formal in,the first acts , as the actors would
assume personal relationships toward each other. In

. . -  ”  ■ ■ . . ^

^Stephen Vincent Benet 9 Introduction to the Collected 
Works of Stephen Vincent B e n e t Selected Works of Stephen 
Vincent Benet (New York: Farrar and. Rinehart, Inc., 1942) ,
p. 11. ■ ■■■.. ' ■ , ' • ■

^Cited in John Dolman, The Art of Play Production 
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1946), pp. 78-83.

^The New York Times, February 16, .1953.



reader's theater the task of reciting the long narrative 
la varied "by. giving fragments of It to music , and dance
appropriate to the spirit of the poem. •

The events and. Ideas depicted In the poem are well
Within the comprehension and appreciation of the high school
students who are, In general, apprehensive of their re
lationship to war and national crises. This poem Is con
cerned mainly with the reactions of two young men, symbol
izing the feelings of the North and South during the Civil 
War. It Is comparable to Stephen Granule Red Badge of 
Courage, which also illustrates the maturing emotions of 
a young man in war.

This production Can do a great deal to coordinate 
the various artistic interests within the school as dance, 
music, and orchestra are needed to make an outstanding 
program. Other phases of production can be integrated in 
the many school subjects.

The opportunity to experience character development 
is found in the courageous actions as displayed in the 
Northern and Southern youth in the poem, as they enter 
the conflict as carefree', reluctant youths and emerge as 
adults in an' integral part of their country's development. 
This, growth can be experienced by the performers as well, 
as the spectators.

The script offers an understanding of Lincoln and 
his times, as it relates the feelings of both the North and
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the .South in the conflict as Ahraham Lincoln, the leader, 
dominates the scene with his creed of justice and his 
dynamic personality.

Current political issues are very clearly brought 
but in the poem and have direct application today as the
integration problem rises again, into the national and world

z ' .scene. Benet makes definite statements in regard to the
attitude that should be taken.
' The authenticity of the script can be noted in the

John Brown incident, but the story which runs through the 
script is entirely fictitional against a semi-historical 
background of'the events of the war. The spirit of the 
times is reflected in all threads of the plot as it is high
lighted against the protracted influence of Lincoln and his 
leadership. ' < .

The physical facilities demanded by this play are 
few. Any platform with adequate lighting would be suffi
cient . ", However, if equipment permits , appropriate staging 
could be used mos.t effectively .■

.The people concerned with this production need to 
be especially prepared to enjoy and appreciate this present
ational form of drama. .The director , must be cognizant of 
all phases of the theater techniques. John Brown s Body, .
as a reader’s theater production, demands a coordinator 
who is familiar with the dance, instrumental and vocal



music, and all aspects of the difficult form of dramatic , 
characterization in the.presentational.style. All of the • 
actors in this play must show superior ability in compre
hend ins the material g .as well- as in mastering .the techniques 
of reader's theater. They must be able to carry the full . 
weight of the production, for they have little or no aid 
from staging effects. The audience, of necessity, must 
be well grounded in theater techniques and be able to com
prehend. the ideas presented in this form. .

In the final analysis,- John Brown1s Body has tre
mendous literary values coupled with many problems involved 
for production. If.the emphasis needs to be slanted to
ward speech,an adaptation would satisfy this demand-for. 
excellent script for reader's theater.because it incorpo
rates the varied emotions of a nation passing through a 
civil crisis. This would be a valuable classroom study 
rather than a vehicle for.; a school play, as most benefit 
would be "derived by. the. performers, rather than by an aud
ience- who would merely listen to, a very fine idea play.
This type of -play would- be desirable for those schools 
which have little or no physical or technical facilities, 
but do have a wealth of talent; in the artistic fields. . ■ - 
Care must be taken not to overestimate the abilities of 
the human factors involved in-the production of this 
difficult script. In this special instance the demands
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of the script 'are far too great- for the community and the 
high school. .
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The Synopsis and Analysis of The Rivalry by Norman Corwin

Synopsis .pf . fhe Play - , ‘h:.';■ • ' ' \
The Rivalry by Norman Corwin is a reader's theater 

style of play woven from' basic- quotations taken from the' 
historic debates between Abraham Lincoln,and Stephen A. 
Douglas in their campaign in 1858 for the race for the United- 
State s Senate in Illinois.More than 75 towns, in which 
seven had joint discussions, were in the itinerary of 
these barn-storming candidates.; 'The'men were rivals> not - 
enemies, for each saw in the other the potential for great
ness, but neither foresaw the complete reversal of events; 
where. Douglas , whom .everybody expected to be president, 
did not achieve it, and Lincoln, whom no one expected to 
-be president, didV This moving story,contains the essence 
of the political and social thought of the time and has no 
parallel in history in its content, its form, or its, spirit•• 
The contest was peculiarly American, and has great dramatic 
implications to make it good theater.

. The script of the play, The Rivalry, is not avail
able for amateur public performance since this present
ation is- still running on Broadway , New; York City, eom- 
memorating the one hundred fiftieth year to the day since 
Lincoln's birthday. The play is being produced by Cheryl ■ ’ 
Crawford and Joel Schenicer with great success.
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The author of this, thesis recalls a production of 
The Rivalry at the University Auditorium at Tucson, Arizona 
with Raymond Massey, Martin Gabel, and Agnes Morehead in 
the leading-roles„ Richard Boone and Haney Kelly later 
replaced members of the original cast in the Broadway show
ing. ;The .comments on the script are original in that no i- 
material except theatrical reviews have been written on 
either'.the. script or its production. Since the reader may 
not have seen the play, this synopsis will include helpful 
comments to give a more vivid and clear background of the 
presentation. , ' ■ .

The play Itself is a cleverly devised weaving of 
lines taken verbatim from the debates of Lincoln and
Douglas, which consumed thirty hours of total speech-.

' ■ ' . - ■ ' • ■ ■ -: ', ] ' • - : ' . , ' ■ ■making- time in the campaign. " Norman Oorwin distilled this
mass of material into two hours and twenty minutes using
the character of Mrs. Stephen Douglas as the narrator and
actor to give continuity , emphasis ,.and ,variation to the ,
presentation. .The text of the debates "makes a book," says
Call Sandburg, a book of passion, a cross play of American
issues and visions, causes for which men were willing to
go to war and. fight, stood forth in strange colors , stood ,
forth from calm statements and the fierce outcries of the

^Easier, pp. 1-325•
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debaters."^ The play definitely takes on this hue.
Abraham Lincoln extended a challenge of debate to 

Stephen. Douglas s. then the Senatorial incumbent, expressing, 
a desire to "divide time and address the audiences the pre
sent c a n v a s s D o u g l a s  sent an acceptance the same day,and 
agreed to a discussion in- each of seven congressional dis
tricts ■which neither had ,visited before: Freeport, Ottawa,
Galesburg, Quincy, Alton, Jonesboro, and Charleston. Three 
more letters were exchanged and dates and arrangements were 
agreed upon. The plan was to alternate a one hour opening 
talk, a one and one half hour talk by the opponent, and a 
one half hour reply by the first.speaker. Douglas said h e . 
would make the first opening talk, which would leave Lincoln 
with three opening talks to Douglas s four. Lincoln penned 
a quibbling note, wholly unworthy of him, in an objection 
to the plan, but he finally accepted the schedule.

Deleted from the play is the heckling, questions from 
the audiences , and the answers .to five questions which each 
posed to the other to show the trends of the arguments. -
Although the heckling calls elicited many extemporaneous 
replies with the audience presenting a three-way interplay , 
with the debaters, Corwin omitted them in the script. He 
did not feel that they were necessary to include, for he

5-Carl Sandburg, "Foreword The Rivalry Program.
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wished to show the rough-hewn and;logical Lincoln working ■ 
before the people, and this could be done without the 
audience participation i:: These linea could easily be. added 
to any presentation. Lincoln is pictured as he might have 
looked in a courtroom, arguing, replying, and laying the 
foundations for his whole political philosophy. Corwin did 
not need to show that -Douglas' won the senatorial contest, 
while Lincoln, in spite of polling a plurality, of votes, 
lost, only to grow in wisdom and respect of his people to 
win the Presidency. , .

The play presents the essence of the contest with 
an adroit selection of quotations in climactic arrangements. 
The comments on the Missouri Compromise of 1820, the Wilraot 
Proviso of 1846, the Fugitive Slave Law of 1 8 5 9 the ’ Kansas- 
Nebraska Act of 1854, the Leoompton Constitution proposed 
for Kansas in 1857, all presented a background for the 
debates which sprung from "deep-seated power11 in the federal 
government.

The ...two. men who faced each other.were both growing 
into the heights of their powers. . Lincoln was then forty- 
nine years old and .Douglas was forty-five. In appearance 
they were exact opposites: Lincoln was lean, six feet four
inches tall, awkward, with a high .pitched but powerful voice 
Douglas was broad and solid appearing, five feet four inches 
tall, with a full deep mellow voice. The debates.provided 
a real contest of intellect, wit, and platform techniques.
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: / Douglas attacked, Lincoln1 s ’’house divided ” doctrine' 
with the warning that the Republicans would bring about .the 
amalgamation.of the'Negro and his social and political 
equality. "Popular sovereignty" was his solution in the 
territories. Lincoln 'called: this "squatter sovereignty" , 
and asked his opponent how a territory could lawfully ex
clude slavery. Douglas replied that if the territory could 
not exist without such, friendly .legislation they, had the 
right to so legislate. By ’this admission, he was able to 
gain Illinois votes to win the Senate seat, but. later lost ' 
Southern support for the Presidency. This was called the 
"Freeport Doctrine." ' : '.

Lincoln upheld the idea that slavery was morally 
wrong and could not exist under'the Constitution. Douglas 
replied that he did not care whether slavery was voted in 
or out, but he 'felt democratic action in popular sovereignty 
was more important. The arguments were repeated with the 
inclusion of some humor > fa-' few' anecddtes-, aiad many support
ing ideas. Never did the speakers talk down to their audi
ences, but rather informed , fortified ,' and inspired them.

Mrs . Douglas , acted, as the narra.tor,. weaving the 
Scenes together with comments. As the scenes demanded, 
she stepped Into the,dramatic action and gave it the move
ment and atmosphere needed to establish the spirit of the- 
debates., /  :: ; . . ' , . /. ’
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' 'Through simple st'aging with appropriate music and ; 
sound, the production came to life creating the depth and 
breadth of the issues and 'the reactions• to them. Emotions 
from-empathy - to. aesthetic distance, curiosity to indifference 
love to hatred, and passiveness to.utter violence, were 
experienced by the audiencesThe interplay of ideas, the 
cleverness of presentation, and vividness in forceful de
livery made the play a memorable experience.

Analysis of the Play v '
This play, The Rivalry by Norman Corwin, although 

in production, has no published script, but the memory 
serves to recall that the enacted play is an excitingly 
moving one, It is based on an unusually adroit spinning 
of actual words and events involving two prominent American 
political figures of 1858, The literary value of their 
. speeches 'is unmatched in world political annals, and is 
also an integral part of our American heritage.

. The depth and breadth of the ideas expressed in this 
play are of adult interest, presupposing an appreciation 
and knowledge of history, philosophy, platform techniques, 
and subtleties of humor, Only, conditioned adults could 
enjoy such a battle of great intellects. Only advanced 
students with unusual abilities would be able to comprehend 
the material, much less portray it.
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The-authentic portions of the script are contained 
in the platform speeches of Lincoln and Douglas; the con
versational bits, the, narration, and continuity are dramatic 
inventions of the author. .

No special physical requirements are necessary to 
produce this script. It is highly adaptable to any room - 
or auditorium. Sufficient lighting must be used to ilium- 
inate the actors. The formal costumes of 1858 and authentic 
looking make-up is .all that is required. The playing area 
may be surrounded by neutral-colored drapes. In' this play
it is even unnecessary to suggest the spirit or tone, since

- - • ’ ' - 1 the lines are so written as to contain the mood and ideas.
M, parallelism ,in audience reaction was noted in the 

play, representing the persons, words, and moods of an out-' - 
standing moment in history one hundred years ago, creating 
a similar response when these moments were reenacted in the 
present. At both times , now and, then,' the audiences who 
witnessed these debates felt not only the immediacy of the; . 
action, but their outcome. Upon this contest rested the 
victory or defeat of the White House administration, the 
fate of the "squatter sovereignty," the Presidential nom- ■ 
inations at the.next election, and the future of the United 
States Itself. The play becomes a. moving experience for. the

•Milliard Frlederich and John Fraser, Scenery Design 
for the Amateur Stage (New York: Macmillan Company, n.dV),
p. 2 1 . : . ; ■ . •' '•
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ordinary citizen who loves his. country, for the admirer of 
Lincoln and his accomplishments, and most of all for the' 
students of drama and history who see the social and pol
itical aspects of the Civil War enacted.

Brooks Atkinson of the New York Times says of the ■ 
play that it is a stirring piece of work: "it is gratify
ing also to realize that the commercial Broadway theater 
can find a place for a work that has such "broad significance 
to the national tradition." - ;

This play must he rejected for production in this 
particular school , 'because of its maturity of ideas, its : .
impossible demands upon the average audience, and the need 
for advanced skills and perception in the average high school 
actors. Lowell Lees has suggested that if three outstand
ing students could be discovered'in a class who could per
form the script in the presentational.style, the class' 
could most profitably study this play in a special adapta
tion for. classroom use .̂  :lt'would also provide ideal train
ing in oratory in speech classes. The script itself has 
too much merit to attempt production unless it can reach 
the excellence which the.play demands.

Vivid Americana,11, The New York Times , February 8 ,.....' 
1959. . ' ■ ' . ■ ; . :

O 'Play Production and Direction.(New York: Prentice- 
Hall, Inc., 1948) ,. p. 81. , , . ..



CHAPTER III

THE 'SELECTION OF THE. SCRIPT , PROLOG-UE TO GLORY
BY E. Pi COMKLE

Synopsis of the Play _ . • -
Prologue to Glory is set in and about- New Salem, 

Illinois, around the year 1831 - Both acts contain four 
scenes each. .

Act 1 , Beene 1
, Twenty-two year old Abraham Lincoln.sits lazily 

under a tree in a blackberry thicket in his father's farm ' 
in Macon County, I l l i n o i s D e n n y  Hanks perches on the fence 
all, too happy to leave his labors to listen to Abe read, from . 
11 The Life of Washington.”2 Denny' can not understand, how Abe 
can find enjoyment, with all that book learning. Tom Lincoln,
Abe1S' father, is approaching the boys from one direction,

. ' : 3and a stranger who is.later Identified as Denton Offut,
is riding toward them from the other side of the field.

_ _ _  — — , , ,  . -

Documented in Sandburg, .Abraham L i n c o l n . p. , 107.
^Documented in Randall, p. 19.

• ^Documented, in Helen Nicolay, The Boy1 s Life of 
Abraham Lincoln (New York: Apple ton-Century-Crofts , Inc., 
1905) , PP.- 30-48.
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After informal introductions the stranger tells of 
the latest developments politically around the nation at 
the request of iVbe-. Tom Lincoln becomes annoyed at the 
constant questioning by his son, and tells him to listen 
to the sensible - advice of the stranger to travel West to 
the free, open land. Denton ©ffut informs them that he is 
opening"a.merchantlie establishment in New Salem and would 
like to employ a clerk to assist him. When he learns that 
Abe is such a strong fellow able to perform amazing feats, 
he asks Abe to follow him to Hew Salem.^ Abe is doubtful 
about leaving until his step-mother, Sarah Bush Johnson 
•Lincoln, urges, him to take, the step which will make it 
possible to do something with his life, and. pay heed to 
the advice which his mother.gave him in his youth..

Act 1, Scene. .2 .
Some weeks later Abe and Denny arrive in New Salem 

and are seen near the Rutledge Inn. as the town is in the 
process of electing their county officers. Ann Rutledge 
is in the crowd talking With the townspeople and hears 
Denton Offut enter boasting about the wrestling ability 
of his new clerk, Abe Lincoln. Jack Armstrong, the town 
champion, seems to be in the advantage as far as the betting

^Documented in Sandburg, Abraham Lincoln..., p. 1 09„
2Ibid . , •.pp. 41-42 and p. 13.
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is concerned $ however 9. when the men'.come face to face s Abe
does not'particularly want to fight,.yet he easily gains a
fall. He is accepted as being:"officially natcherlized”
and has gained .the admiration of all the townsfolk as well

" xas the wild Olary Grove boys. Judge Green invites Abe to
■ 2 ' . 'stay with him and Abe accepts. As Abe goes to wash up, . 

he encounters Ann Rutledge and seems to-be dazed and enamored 
by her presence. ■

Act 1, Scene 5
The interior of Offut's store shows Abe waiting on 

Mrs. Hankins and answering a .request to write a letter for 
her. The Clary Grove boys burst into the store and each. ■ 
grab a cracker - from the barrel and sit down to wait for Abe 
to start his story telling session. Benton Offut stumbles 
into his store drunk and talkative, and invites the boys 
to sample the new liquor that has arrived for sale. Custo
mers come and leave, so that by chance, Abe is left alone • ; 
with Ann in the store. ■

She tells him that the county orator would like to 
meet Abe in a debate on the topic: 11 Is the bee more valu
able than the an Vi" Ann thinks that this would be a good 
opportunity to use his 'intellectual powers, but Abe feels

Documented in Herndon, p. 8 1.
p " ■ • - 'Documented in Barton, p. 169«
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that he does not have that much faith in himself, nor that 
this'competition would he important to him. Ann reprimands, 
him for his lack of interest, even his laziness in handling; 
the store. He realizes that she is right in her views, and 
also that he has little to offer anyone - especially one. 
who would want to marry him. '

Jack Kelso enters in a blustering manner, shouting 
lines from King hear, and breaks up the tender love scene.
Abe invites him to accompany him to the home of Mrs. Hankins 
to return some change from an overpaid account* Kelso’s 
voice is heard above the rage of the storm as the two friends 
'leave on the errand. . . ■

Act .1 , Scene 4
All' of the Hew Salem residents are crowded into the

cabin built for the meetings.of the Forum Club to hear the
1debate between Henry Onstoft, 'and . Abe. David .Rutledge calls

the meeting to order and Aunt Polly leads the popular hymn, ..
, g

"How Tasteless and/Tedious the H o u r s T h e  Clary Grove 
boys enter late and nearly disrupt the hymn as they shuffle 
up to the first row and noisily take their seats.

The debate is opened by Henry Onstott, who presents 
three clinching, arguments for'the superiority of the bee«•

^Documented in Sandburg, Abraham Lincoln..., p. 139. 
'Documented in Barton, p. 173» . ■



(l) he fertilizes; '(2 ) he gives honey; and (3 ) he shot-m how ■ 
w.e should., live „ In a gr8.ndeloo.uent manner he relinquishes 
the stage to Ahe, Lincoln briefly outlines the advantages 
of the ant and then in true Lincoln fashion, reprimands the 
townspeople for not spending their time and energy to solve 
more important problems such as the-dredging of; the Sanga-: 
mon River to make it navigable. The audience sees the im
port of the remarks, and compliments Lincoln for his comments. 
Lincoln takes this opportunity to speak directly'to his 
friends and, to the amazement- of all the people present, 
announces his candidacy for the Illinois State Legislature.. 
'The. -Glary Grove boys are ecstatic about the announcement; 
others join them in their,enthusiasm, and soon the whole 
crowd responds.with its-approval for Abe. The. crowd breaks 
up as they all offer congratulations and good wishes to him 
in his race against Pete Oartwright. Ann offers her praise 
for the manner in which he handled the announcement, and the 
two understanding friends leave discussing the portentous 
happenings. •

Act 2 , 'Scene 1 - .
In the autumn Abe strides across the lawn near the 

Rutledge Inn and is greeted, by Eelso and Granny Rutledge,

^Documented in Sandburg, Abraham Lincoln. . p. 335.
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' - :' "T■who urges him to read .som̂  of the Bible to her = She knows
that he is coming to see Ann, but' she wants to hear the
news and hear again the Bible-reading by Abe. He tricks
her by starting with Bible quotations and inserting bits
of Aesop1's Fables and a. high-powered bit of adventure with
a. SultanV but she is quick to see the humor in the situa-

2tion and pokes him with her cane as she enjoys the joke.
Ann drifts in to say goodbye to Abe before he begins 

/his campaigning. The conversation, is vibrant as it touches 
thoughts on slavery, the campaigning, and the farewell.
Ann, in a happy .mood, tugs at Lincoln to get up and learn; ' , ■ / " . - ' ■ ; ' '
a new dance step, so they whirl about as Ann teases him 
about his clumsiness.^ Their affection for each other 
brings them closer-together, and Abe, in a tender mood, 
blurts out his proposal.- He regales her with his disquali
fications and reads her a poem he wrote, "Time, what an 
empty vapor ■ I tis .u , She' confesses that many had wanted to. 
propose to her, and one had left with love unrequited. She 
tenderly accepts his proposal and Abe, beside himself with 
excitement, leaps, about for joy, takes her in his arms,

1 ■ " Documented in Sandburg, Abraham Lincoln..., p. 109.
" o 1 ■ • ■ 'Ibid. , nr 133. ; ' . ' ■

3Ibld.
4Ibid., p. 64.
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holds her-high above his head„ and then? placing her down 
again, says, he will win that election for her. They speak 
their farewells 'and he trudges a,way singing a. hymn as the 
curtain falls, ■ ,

Act 2 , Scene 2 ■ ' .
Outside a blacksmith shop a crowd of townspeople 

from Petersburg speak of the coming election. G-eorge Vorhees ,
' the head of the Democratic party,is boasting of his new

. ' /  ' ' ' ' ... ’ : ]_

lightning rod as Lincoln and Judge Higgins enter the scene.
Abe has a boat model with him designed to be floated over

. . 2low spots in the river. ... It is an attention-getter fdr
members of both parties as they listen to.his explanation.:
Abe distributes handbills announcing his political platform

. .3and wins the townspeople with his direct and forceful speech,
Dave Vance runs up to Abe with the news that the milk-sick”
ness has struck Hew Salem, and even little Ann has been
taken ill and has been calling for Abe. He rushes out with
panic in his heart. . _

Act 2 , Scene 3
Gloom and death pervade the interior of the Rutledge 

home. 'The family await the coming of the doctor with medicine,

™  ~ ~  / .

Documented in Herndon, pp. 171-173«
2lbld. , p . 2 98.
^Documented in Sandburg, Abraham LineoIn.... , p. 149.
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but little hope is held for her recovery.-1" They speak of 
slaverys but Abe is choked up in his misery and sorrow. The 
family members leave and Granny Rutledge and Abe talk quiet
ly of former sorrows they have experienced: Abe’s loss of
his mother, Granny s grief at the death of several of her 
children, and their common grief in the impending death, in 
this household.

Doctor Allen returns with the calomel and. asks Abe 
to come in to see. Ann for the last time .2 Granny prays as
Abe whispers that she is gone. He struggles to feel like a

' ■ -- ■...: ' 3 •man as he suffers the loss of his beloved Ann.

Act 2 , Scene 4 .
Sitting on the porch of Squire Green's cabin, Squire

4Green and Aunt Polly talk with others about Abe's future.
He is meant to be a .lawyer - meant to be somebody - meant 
to do something important. When Abe comes, in from the fields, 
they approach him about his plans. Abe feels that all has 
been lost for him and nothing is left but to return to New 
Salem. Aunt Polly suggests that he go to Springfield , .set
up a law practice and face life with bravery, using his

^Documented in J. G.. Randall and R. N. Current, Mr. 
Lincoln (New York: Dodd and Mead and Company, 1957), p. 71

P " ; _ ",: "Documented "in .Sandburg , Abraham' Lincoln. .. , p. 19Q..
-^Documented in. Herndon, ,p. 128. ,
4 ' - " ■ ' . . . . ■ ■" ■Documented in Sandburg, Abraham Lincoln..., p. 190.
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ambition to accomplish the great things life holds for him. 
Abe Is - fearful9 for he had' learned.to rely on the encourage
ment and good judgment of Ann, and now he has no one to give 
him this direction. The good Judge Green Says that Ann 
would not;have Wished this to happen; she would want him to : 
go on and achieve great things. This is a new idea to Abe, . 
and with no further doubt in his mind, he says farewell to . 
his friends and goes up the slope heading for.Springfield 
and his destiny.

Analysis.of the Play . .
The last Lincoln play to be analyzed for possible 

production is Prologue, to Glory by E. P. Gonkle. Abraham 
Lincoln, the martyred leader of men, has been the subject 
of several plays, most of them being concerned with the later 
years of the President as' he experienced many political 
crises. This play ’Sets, forth -the simple but powerful story 
of the young Lincoln, twenty-two years old, who left his 
father's farm for a clerkship in a country store, then ex
perimented in ‘Q-Ob after job as his love of men and his ser- , 
vice to them was being cemented in his philosophy of life, 
shared his emotional and romantic feelings to develop a 
steadfastness and determination of purpose, and enriched the 
character which experienced the glory of human achievement 
few have ever known. -
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■ " . Prologue to Glory meets many of the requirements of
educational theater. Despite the fact that this play con
tains the dramatization of Ahe1s life only until he left 
for Springfield, there are still many worthwhile educational'■ 
implications to be found in the script. The ideas and events 
are well within the comprehension of the. average high school 
studentas it covers situations that are within their ex
perience. The age level.of Lincoln can easily be depicted 
without exaggeration that might become too obvious when youth 
attempts to simulate age. : -

The dialect of the play can be accomplished by the 
students with careful supervision. Much detailed study and 
■practice is needed to be accurate and consistent with the 
accepted standards &f dialect.

'.The, main characters of the play are young adults and 
can be easily.portrayed so that more time can be spent in 
accomplishing certain aspects of the character, dialect, 
and local color. The students need not scatter their energies 
then, by trying to create characters of advanced age. The 
few mature parts that are found in the play remain the same 
age throughout the Spahs of the • play, This advantage is 
lacking in the Sherwood play. Additional challenge is pre
sented in the necessity for ensemble action'to create the 
varied moods that are found in the eight scenes of the play. ; 
Katherine Qmmanney testifies that Prologue to Glory did the 
most effective job of all the Federal Theater plays in "hand
ling the problems of using.actors of all ages and experiences
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and ' moulQins'. them .into a unif ied "whole„"1 The script is 
one of the: few that offers opportunity for creativeness. 
Unlike the' other scripts .'under consideration this play can 
untilize many students that have had no previous stage 
experience.'

The script.itself presents many fine qualities when 
viewed from the standpoint of literature. Above all., the 
author has written words that' are natural to the locale and 
the characters that speak them. The dialogue is one of the 
high points of the drama. The choice of words is often that 
used in the anthentic "biographies of,Lincoln and; are a great 
contributing factor to its success. For this reason the 
lines should keep their same basic structure , and. should 
not be changed'by the actors to destroy this effect. The. 
dialogue is true to the characters depicted and never appears 
as if they are reciting for mere exposition. The sequence 
of scenes follows logically with the plot unfolding and con
tributing to the development character of Lincoln." The play 
is: small enough in scope to correct the ■criticism of Sher
wood ’s play, that it encompassed too much.

The Implications of Lincoln's character are effect
ively depicted. The reference to liquor need not be ludi
crous , but should emphasize . the. high morals’ of Lincoln.’. 
Brooks Atkinson felt that there is.an important concept

"| - ~The Stage and School, p. 84.



missing, "the commonness that later blossomed into humani-'
.tarianism is lost in the sentimentalism of friendliness in

- 1 "the character drawing and as a result in acting.I! The other 
scripts under consideration strengthened the character of 
Lincoln, by the. austerity of style which is lacking in the 
Prologue to Glory.... However, a good .deal, of the material' is 
theatrically sound. The effect of the familiar style tends 
to belittle the ruggedness of the character. The death 
scene and the final scene5 although steeped in sentimental
ism , is greatly .indicative of the remorse and melancholy 
which was so characteristic of the Lincoln personality of : 
later years.

Prologue to Glory ventures the closest of all.the ; 1
. /. - ■ . ■ ' . , , scripts to the understandings, of the high school student.

The character of Lincoln stands out with his physical vigor,
his love for Ann Rutledges his ability to please and,be liked
by everyone. All of the accounts of this love episode express
pity that Ann had to die, leaving Lincoln with nothing to
look forward, to or give him purpose. Most of the high school
students who participate in a dramatic activity are doing so.
for the first time. It is an important experience for them':
to live a part, even vicariously, that touches.similar
reactions to their own. This factor tends to catch and .
hold a high interest in the play.

^The wew York Times, Gotober 17, 1938.
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■ The play • 'Coordinates well with other high school 
subjects as sjrt, social 'studies, language arts, music, and 
"shop classes are involved. This play could well be used for 
classroom study, but, certainly, the vivid scenes demand 
■the action as would be seen in actual production. :

■ The traditional character of Lincoln is captured , 
most effectively fn the script and relates the basic ideas 
of Lincoln already acceptable by the people involved in the 
play. Dr. Gonhle has,filled the script with various known 
anecdotes and incidents in Lineoin,1.s life, creating a , 
thoroughly believable character. -

This play also ventures closely to the interests of 
the average high school student, especially the scenes dis
playing physical prowess as noted .in the wrestling-incident 
and the spirited action of the :61ary Grove boys. Other 
specific scenes hold, appeal for this age level, particularly 
the ones 'with Ann Rutledge.

Very little correlation with other high, school sub
jects can be made, .except those involved in the artistic 
fields. Folk music can.be interspersed to add color to the 
scene changes., Home economics and the,shop departments can 
contribute in their corresponding fields.. Historical pro
gram notes could be supplied by the language arts or the 
social studies departments.
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The opportunities; in' this play for experiencing 

character development are excellent, especially since.all 
of •the incidents portrayed are directly applicable to young ’ 
adults. One of the outstanding lessons to be emphasized in 
this script is the ability of Lincoln to be able to surmount 
the temptation to dominate others physically as witnessed in 
his relationships to Jack Armstrong and the1 Clary Grove boys. 
Complementing this trait is Lincoln's eagerness for knowledge, 
which is so commendable to youth with physical prowess.

Lincoln was.the brunt of many sarcastic comments, 
yet he took them in the light in which they were given and. 
accepted them gracefully.: The constructive criticism of Aunt 
Polly, his step-mother, and. Ann Rutledge were highly influ- 
ential in guiding his actions." His sincerity and love of 
truth are emphasized many times in the script.. Other out— . 
standing traits to be imitated by youth are respect for 
women, strong religious convictions, abstinence from liquor, 
and love for all mankind. The great lesson of the script 
lies in Lincolnls ability to overcome the numerous obstacles', 
which depress him, and still be able to utilize them to a 
good advantage.

The play has unlimited opportunities for understand
ing Lincoln and his times.. Conkle is noted for his ability

. , . ' to recreate the mood of a folk drama.- Prologue to Glory

I Gassner , Mas ters' of Drama , p. 689. •'
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is seeped with lore....", says Brooks Atkinson in a sensi
tive estimate of the play. "The wonder of Abe is that in 
the moments of his. greatness, he was common stuff, strong 
in body and in' spirit, - the railsplitter had struck through 
to the ■soul.1''1. Since this' Is one of the salient features 
of this drama, it becomes of paramount concern to see that 
all the elements of production are coordinated to establish 
the color of frontier America. ' ' ' V : . .

.Although the play reports many aspects of the social 
and political life of that day, very little implication can 
be seen for the modern political scene. Conkle did not, in 
Atkins on1 s opnion, "und ers core current ' s ignlf ican'ce." How
ever , the play shows the necessary humble background and the 
democratic way of life influential in forming the basic ' 
foundations of a mighty leader of American men. Greatness 
develops rather than is born; greatness comes from the people 
and the country. -

The synopsis of the play in this thesis contains 
f ootnotes .showing the authenticity of the material .used.> 
Most of the scenes are based on verified material. However, 
a play that does not measure exactly to»the proportions- 
needed, for a great biographical work, as pointed, out by

. 1 ' The New York Times, Drama Section, Mar ch 18, 1938 ̂
' ? ■ : 'Cited in Drama Section, The Hew York Times, October 23 , 1938 . . ; '■ ' . " .  . . v , .



Stanislavsky , . 15does not show the genius ©f -the c h a r a c t e r - . ' 
The spirit; of Lincoln is caught and held throughout the play 
by a careful choice of scenes, a master's use of the language 
of the time, and a clear-cut character portrayal,. The and- 
ience leaves the theater with a feeling of appreciation and 
pride in the accomplishments of Lincoln and the power of our 
American way of life in Creating Outstanding leaders. •

Prologue to Glory makes a heavy demand upon the phy- ; 
sical facilities of the school. However,- with careful plan
ning and technical knowledge, a - small stage can be used with 
limited scenery, lighting and costumes1 to produce this six- 
set show, A realistic style can be chosen because the 
distinguishing feature of this play is the depiction of.mood 
and tone of the frontier and because the existing interest bf 
students lays in the technical phases of production. ,

The first consideration for this particular instance / 
is the elimination of sets. For example, the opening scene 
laid in a blackberry thicket can be transformed into a portion 
of a field on the Lincoln farm. This set could be used again 
with slight additions for the Petersburg s c e n e , The final 
scene could be changed to the Rutledge Inn, which would -
eliminate-the construction of the Bowlin.Green'home. exterior., 
The action that .takes place on the back lawn of the Rutledge ■

^Nikolai Dorchakov, Stanislavsky Directs (New York: 
Funk and Wagnalls Company, 1954), p. 360. 7- , :. '
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Inn can easily be .placed on the front porch- In this way 
.the play can be produced with three sets expandable to five 
With these adaptations shifts can be decreased to less than 
a minute with the utilization'of actors for the stage crew.

In a producf&mn at Amphitheatre High School in the 
spring of 1959, the author found she could convey the real
istic style and still fit the available space by utilizing 
the following minimum scenery:

• 1 . an 8 ' by 121 revolving platform adaptable to 
' both, interiors and exteriors, sturdily built 

with casters to last through seven set changes 
a performance5 and. to utilize the front and 
back of the flat units; •

2 . a sectioned ground row;
3 . alternating borders for interior and exterior

settings;
4.- movable tree wings;
5 - double-hinged movable book flats;
6 . a movable cyclorama;
7 - a folding fence.

These can be constructed from available scenery at low cost 
At an expense of about fifty dollars the new items can be
,purchased. This amount could include cloth , pigment, .
.gelatines, and costume materials.

The ability of the set .to. project mood and atmos
phere of the play depends upon the capacity of the lighting



■■ .■ ■ :. - i '■■■••: ' ; ■■■■'■■■ ' ■■■■ ■ -  .to "bring out. the design, No -other factor is so influential
in creating mood and atmosphere'for the actors and the audi
ence, l!Characters in historical plays are expected to re
act to the conditions .about them,11 is stressed by Alexander

• : .% ,Dean in Fundamentals of Play Directing, and it is the
responsibility of the director to create these effects
for the young actors. The effectiveness of the death scene
and the love scene will be greatly enhanced if lighted to
create the mood. Another major reason for. effective light-

■ ’ .ving is contained in a statement by Andre Antoine, homme de 
theatre: . 11 It is the environment that- determines the move- .
ments of the characters,,not the movement of the characters

/ ■
that determines the environment." A careful study of the 
lighting demands must be made. - ’

Only after experimentation can the suitable color 
schemes be set. The interiors can use. a bastard amber and: 
pink crossed with a special lavender; the exteriors can .
.use a, triple straw crossed with. blue-green. Samuel Selden

. . Friederich and Fraser, p. 55..
, . ^Belasco, pp. 53-89. - .

^Fundamentals of Play Directing .(New York: Rinehart/ 
ejid Company , 1956) , p . 326.

^IlCauserie sur la mise en scene ," La Revue de Paris', 
X , April •1, 1903, PP. 596-612 . -



suggests six lighting areas. The following lighting instru
ments can carry out this plan:

2 ■ horcJeht'strips , ■'
8 bean Fresnels 

" 4 cyclorama floods , ; ' -
8 first border spots

If footlights are used, they might destroy the effect of
. 2shadows in creating a t m o s p h e r e H o w e v e r , if used at low 

intensity and in correct .colors , the shadows might still 
be retained in some d e g r e e T h e  great problem may lie in 
having too small a control board which would definitely 
limit the use of variations and. combinations of lights.

Another influential factor in creating the mood, of 
the play is the coupling of the dolor of the costumes with 
the lighting to insure a harmony consistent with the spirit 
of the p l a y T h e  colors chosen pan be centered around thei 
brown, yellow, and orange.•shades which suggest the rustic,
. • . gearthy mood necessary to the play. A study of the costumes 

.of the period should be made to assure authenticity of

. Heffner, .Selden, and Heilman, p. 325•
^Adolplie Appia, "Comment reformer notre mise en scene 

La Revue de Paris,:!, No. 11, June 11,- 1904, pp. 342-347 = ;
. ^Heffner, Selden, and Seliman, p. 350,

a . .' , •' For. further discussion see Gordon Craig, The Art of
the Theatre (London: T. Foulls, 1905) . • •:

^Zachar and Kimball, p .347.
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material, and : design , as it: - is generally accepted that an -
- - ' - " ' "■ ' i - vhistorical play should contain the accuracy of costume.

A' study .of frontier: costumes reveals that the available 
costumes with adaptations of the modern day simple designs 
could be used with no new purchases for. either'men,or women*s 
dress. An exception is noted in the need for four black 
coats for the men to carry out the authentic costume of 
that day. Actresses can be asked to supply their own long 
skirts for rehearsals in order to help them experience the 
historical period they are enacting.^

One other important technical consideration in this . 
play, as well as in all Lincoln, plays, is the necessity for . 
accurate make-up. Of prime importance is- the creation of a . 
believable anatomical Copy of Lincoln. To aid in this trans
formation the director can use some of the early Brady photo
graphs . . The townspeople and other characters must provide 
much variation.. Beards are an important characteristic of 
this locale, With careful supervision ..interested students . 
can create authentic hair pieces by the use of netting, crepe 
hair, spirit gum, and latex adhesive. .These devices will be' 
helpful in depicting mood and authenticity!

■^Zachar and Kimball, p . 34-7 •
2Cole and Chinoy, p. 74-.
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Sound effects can play an Important part in the 
effective production of this play. Incidental and "back
ground music can be added to intensify the atmosphere created 
by scenic effects / Backstage loud1 speakers may be used to 
carry the music to the audience and the actors to help in 
creating the mood. The sound crew must make a special 
effort to select music Which is indicative of the period 
and. yet remain inconspicuous enough not to be a. distraction 
from the play. Music from sound tracks and modern western 
ballet music by Aaron.Copland could,be successfully used 
in carrying out the desired mood . -, Other music, such as 
folk tunes supplied by the vocal music department, might 
be used during the scene changes. 'Care should be taken that 
the sound effects used should be carefully cued in and sub
limated to the mood of the play.

The demands placed on the director of this plan en
compass not only the knowledge and the ability to direct in 
the technical fields , but also the understanding of Lincoln 
and his times. Technically the director must know how to 
produce mood effects and direct the actors to fit into this 
mood. . Another stumbling block in the production might be 
the lack of ability to handle large crowds of actors to 
create effective group scenes. The direction of mob scenes

"t ;Heffner, Selden, and Sellman, p . 410.
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takes special.effort in retaining the effect of spontaneity 
with no loss of individuality.

Because of the various adaptations used in the 
scenic effects that will he demanded in an average high 
school situation-*, numerous changes will have to he made 
in the directions as listed in the script. Ommanney feels 
that it is often wiser to ignore some of the directions of 
the publishers and rely upon Imagination and expediency 
in. the adaptions for the specific situations. Since the 
play is essentially realistic in its approach to the sub
ject matter, the director should concentrate all of his 

•' techniques toward, this end Which will not be' difficult to 
achieve, since most young people are familiar with this 
easy, natural style. Many high school plays need to be 
cut so that the pace of the. play will not be hindered by 
’’talky or repetitious speeches . 'When cutting, care must 
be taken that the main idea is retained. Lines with 
direct reference to liquor or swearing can be changed to 
the colloquialism of ‘ the time' and place, and thus lose 
their inocuous reference. .

~%tage and School, p. 285•
^See Grafton and. Royer, p. 33.
3Ibid;, p. 67.
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The balance of the stage should be retained, so skill
'' " ' V  ' ■ ' i  : ■ • •must be used In the placement of the actors. Since Lincoln 

must at all times be the central character, a director must 
see that he Is placed at the apex of all triangular groups,
In order to keep him uppermost In the minds of the audience. 
This Is his story. '

■ From these many singular demands of the play, the 
director must then objectively unify the mood of the play 
employing the changing rhythms and variations in the growth 
of characters.

Another complex problem of the director is the 
satisfactory arrangement for rehearsals. With such a large 
cast, it is unnecessary to be burdened with the presence of
all the actors taking small roles until the main characters

. > " . ■ - . . . '  have crystallized their performances. It is hard enough to
arrange convenient rehearsals for the main actors with all 
of their previous committments, without complicating the 
problem by adding the considerations for the whole, cast.. - -

Each high school dramatics teacher,is 'governed.by : 
certain policies regarding the students who can participate . 
in a play. Whether the vehicle is a class play, school play, 
or classroom play, the director must have at least one 
student in mind. for the part of Lincoln.. In some situa
tions there will be five or six available. Enough other

-See Cole and Chinoy, p. 71•
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students should be interested In the play to fill out the 
cast. Cuts in the script can be made as well as certain 
adaptions concerning the available talent. Campbell sug
gests giving minor men parts to women, which can effect- 
ively be done in this script, A problem lies in choosing 
those students for the cast with 'possible talent as well 
as the physical and vocal variations which will add the 
needed contrasts. The more variety that can be achieved 
in casting, the more believable' this cross-section of 
frontier life will be. Some students will be able to create 
interesting characters, while others will not have the imag
ination nor the desire to meet the standards of the more 
talented actor's. However , these students can make a 
valuable contribution to the production. It is advisable 
not to double.cast the play as the production is difficult 
enough with one set of actors in a Lincoln play.

Of all the Lincoln scripts under consideration, this 
play demands the least in educational background of the 
audience. It quickly establishes ideas, characters, and 
moods that are understandable by a cross-section of an 
American community. No previous theater-going experience 
is necessary for appreciation of a carefully planned pro
duction of this, soript. .The fact that it is a high school

^Wayne Campbell, Amateur-Acting and Flay Production / 
(New York* The Macmillan Company, 1931), p. 102.
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productIon and a Lincoln play is. sufficient to intrigue the 
interests of the community.
- Prologue to Glory, although considerably weak in -

literary qualities and the application to.current trends, 
seems to hold the greatest possibility for presentation of 
all the scripts: considered. The character requirements are 
more within’the grasp'of the high school student than those 
of the other scripts„ The play uses a large cast which 
gives many students the opportunity to be in a Lincoln pro
duction. The physical requirements are well within the 
means of; the average high school'. Since the sets are all 
similar in locale, additional adaptions - make easy construc
tion possible. The costumes are not elaborate and so'can 
be supplied with a little ingenuity. The play offers 
wonderful opportunity for American citizens to see the 
traditional life of Lincoln recreated on the stage.. The ' . 
experiences and emotions presented* are well within, the 
grasp of, all the people involved . , Another point to note 
is that; all of the three conventional plays demand large 
casts , but Prologue to G-lbry demands less ’ specialized 
talent and gives more opportunity to many new dramatic 
students.

.This choice of Prologue to Glory falls within the 
comprehension of actors, audience, and director, and yet 
becomes a challenge as it provides a stimulating content> . 
gives practice in developing a dialect, inspires better
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citizenship9 presents opportunity for simulating character 
development, teaches the skills and techniques of artistic 
presentation, and disciplines the actors in .creating a 
unified production.



: ; : ' CHAPTER IV ■
THE SUMMARY AiTO FINDINGS: '05? THIS THESIS

Summary of this Study ' .
In ;e©nclu31nsy this study the author found several 

important aspe&ts relating to this topic. The necessity for . 
Choosing.the. most suitable Abraham Lincoln play cannot be 
overestimated. It would be better not to attempt a pro
duction of a Lincoln'drama than to select one which is either 
below or above the abilities of the people involved.. The 
criteria here developed are not a panacea for the selection 
of the right play for a specific situation; at best 9 it is 
a guidej which used by an alert directors will be helpful 
in judging the various aspects of a script. The individuality 
of the director, will play an important part in the final 
choice. The criteria.offer- one means of aiding in the 
selection5 but do not propose to answer all the questions
arising in making .it. The criteria propose to help the
director to weigh and evaluate; the good, and strong points
favoring a certain selection as a,gainst the inadequate,
weak points. Such factors as interests, abilities, time, 
and effort of the production group may far outweigh the phys
ical or human limitations.

.. ■ . 109 ' .. :
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In this study the author found that a factual eval
uation of the performances of Prologue to Glory cannot he 
ascertained by applying a set of:criteria, as'the true 
-worth of these performances cannot honestly be measured.
Mere questions and their answers could not reveal such 
values. as the-following: ‘ ' .

developing aesthetic appreciation , .
teaching moral concepts 

.-experiencing and learning self-discipline'
. building background information 

training;, for vocational competence 
initiating, avocational interests , 
establishing life goals'. - ■

■ A satisfying method of evaluating such a, theatrical 
production is through the sensing of a feeling of pride and . 
accomplishment in the minds of the director and school per
sonnel , the actors and crew*, and the audience. Sometimes. 
when under the pressures of a school production,- the iirector 
will feel as if the presentation has fallen beneath the goals 
of achievement he has set, he will find encouragement In the 
often repeated words of Dr. Howard '"MeHusky of the School 
--of "-Education of the University of -Michigan, who comments. '/ 
that if a teacher touches one student in each semester,, he 
is successful. It is even difficult to know the power and. :"
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extent of" such .a .direct .influence, much less to know the -
far-reaching effects of the total impact«. >

. The author proposes a practical, method of:evaluat
ing the Lincoln play production by answering the questions - 
in the following criteria: - %

' 1. Did the production meet the needs of educa
tional theater? . ,

■2-. Were satisfactory adaptations of the play 
made for the physical facilities of the 
high school? \ p . ■ "

'7,1 3° Were satisfactory; adaptations of the- play ,
; made for the human elements of the high.

school*? ' - . .• • ■
4. .Was the production satisfying to the ,d;i- " 

rector and the school personnel, actors 
and crew s and the audience*?' : ■• ' . .7.

If these criteria are fulfilled, an effective production 
has. "been achieved . The author of this thesis feels that 
such was the case, in this specific instance at" Amphitheater 
High School in Tucson, Arizona, where Prologue to Glory 
was .produced, in the spring of 1959. '

Findings on a Lincoln Play for High School Level
. The observations made in this study and in the actual 

production of Prologue.to Glory reveal that certain concepts 
should be employed, in producing a Lincoln play for high 
school. The .universality and. educational worth of the 
s ub j e c t mat ter 'of Line o In and hi s. times demand that as
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many Interested students as possible "be Involved in the 
production- ' : '

In selecting a Lincoln script the director should 
minimize the physical limitations of the high school. The 
'emphasis of a good Lincoln play can rest effectively on the 
ideas and character portrayal without being implemented by 
scenic effects. The only, possible'physical hindrance is 
the lack of sufficient rehearsal time in which to prepare 
the production. An adequate schedule should be set up and 
maintained rigidly with the help of the school administra-.’
• tlOn. - . - - ' - . ' ■ -

': -The scripts mentioned might well exceed the capa
bilities of available students. In this case, another play
should be chosen which is more within their range and abilities. 
The available.students might not have the depth of interest 
in the subject matter and could not be inspired to create
an effective production. Other students might not have the
ability to evolve believable characterizations to capture 
the spirit of the Lincoln drama. If not enough students are • 
available to cast the play properly, a production should not ' 
be attempted. However, no matter what script is chosen, the 
director must type-cast the part of Lincoln, Many directors 
hesitate to consider a Lincoln play because it demands s o • 
many boys in the cast. However, if the director can convince 
the high school boys that it takes work and practice with a



reward of personal pride and satisfaction in' the performance, 
he will find many more boys will become interested.

Above nil, it,is the obligation of the director to 
select a worthwhile play. Simply because the play has a 
Lincoln.theme does not insure its.value for a high school 
productlonh'tlhe four to six weeks spent in preparing"the 
presentation should, not be wasted - on inadequate material.
The'Students and public , alike,. have. a natural interest in/ 
the subject of Lincoln and his times and will have a. desire 
to be a part, of the. performance. They should be given the
best. ,. ..

Findings That Apply to the General Field of Dramatics Found 
Through This. Study . .
’ Aside from the actual findings of this thesis, the

author feels that this research has opened the vistas to a 
broader understanding of the field of drama. The following . 
findings are an outgrowth of this intensive study coupled 
with the actual experiences in producing the Lincoln script. 
These reflect the.learnings which are applicable'to the 
general field of drama., : ,■ ■■■

The players are the thing1. The students are the 
; prime concern of high s’chool dramatics. , All students in
the secondary school who show any interest Should be 
given an opportunity to participate. The theater contains 
all arts in some form and can make use of the varied talents
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of - many students. Talent must "be recognized wherever it 
may be. The director /should take full advantage of this 
talent and take the. time to.use it well. Many times the 
presence of specific talents will indicate the choice of 
a fine play suited to their abilities.. With a little extra 
effort the director can present a large cast production 
which uses extensive technical ability and gives a great 
many students a fine dramatic experience. In selecting : 
good plays to suit the talents of the students, the director 
can interest more.’students in the theater arts , not only for 
those who show promise to use the theater as a.vocation, but 
also-to those who might cultivate the theater as an avocation. 
Directors should take time to interest and train male students 
in various fields in drama and give recognition for the many 
• tasks , large.and small, which contributed to the production.
In this way many'more boys will be attracted to this field .

The play, is the .thing! The seledt-ion of a play 
suitable for the students is the next concern of a director. 
Schools have been founded and fostered educate youth. • It 
is /the obligation of the drama director to provide a worth
while learning experience for the students. In many com
munities the;high shhool dramatic presentations are the 
only "live theater” which they will .ever receive. Those 
should be memorable experiences. Through the selection of 
a good script, students should become better acquainted with 
dramatic'literature which makes up such a large part of our



literary heritage. The theater is part of our ' conn thys 
culture; it is imperative that youth learn of the fine 
dramatic literature used, by it. Few activities of the 
school can incorporate as many learning experiences as the 
presentation of a play. All talents and skills can be used 
. as sets have to be bu ilt the  publicity managed , costumes 
made, and roles filled. Presenting the play correlates 
many'areas.of learning in the high school curriculum. 
Whether.the students perform or assist in the production, 
they are all provided vicarious experiences which tend to 
build character, develop good citizenship, and lead to 
a better understanding of life. Eo better vehicle can be 
chosen to meet so many of the,goals set up by educational . 
theater than a good Lincoln play. •
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i ■ . OUTLINE ' .. : \ ^

INTRODUCTION: , Statement of ..the problem with the direction , ■
and Importance .of the ; s.tndy.

.1. The Criteria for the selection of the play dealing with , 
.the life of Ahraham .Lincoln.. '• •• ■ . , ... . . ,

' ' ’ it. Does the script on the Lincoln theme meet the re-; .
: qulrements of educational theater^
1. Does the play, challenge the abilities. of all '• ,

; 1 ; ■ involved - without exceeding the capacities, for :
". , comprehens.ionl ■ : t' - ̂; - /. - , '

' 2 . Does the play have good literary' qualities? .. .
3. Does the play intrigue the.personal interests

of the students and correlate' with other high \
. school subjects? . y . - ■

4. Does .the play .offer' opportunities for developing 
greater understanding'of Lincoln and his:times?. •

' 5• Does the play offer opportunity for experiencing 
. .character development? :

■ - 6> Does; the * play contribute to the understanding.
of current problems of social and political, 
aspects as it "reveals man in conflict? : '■

B.. Does the script portray the traditional, the authentic 
,. or the spirit of Lincoln and his times, and which is ■■ 
the most desirable in this instance? ,
1. Does the. script portray the traditional Lincoln?
2.f Does the play present an authentic Lincoln? - 

.. ■ 3. Does the play,. if fictional, portray the spirit'
v,..': .y pof Lincoln? , ' . p . '

.4. Itoich.; type of portrayal is best suited to needs?
0. Can the .physical.requirements of this play.be met by
' this high, school? ,

1. What are the stage facilities? '
\ 2. vfhat are the lighting facilities? , '

... 3. What are the demands, of the ' costuming of. the
• , : Play? / . , ■ •' . .. ■

D. Is • the play•adaptable for the human element involved 
in this high school situation?
1,. .Can the . demands of this . Script be met by the 

: - • director? : ... , .



2 o Can the demands for actors be met by this high 
school?, ■

3« Is this play suitable for this high school - 
audience?

E . '■’What is the total evaluation of this play for
production in this high school? . •

' v :: 1. "What are the weak, negative points in the 
consideration of this play?

2. . What are the strong, positive points in the
consideration of this play?

3. What is the final choice?
2. The analyses of the outstanding scripts dealing with the 

life of Abraham Lincoln.
A-., An analysis of Abraham Lincoln by John Drlnkwater.
B . An.analysis of Abe Lincoln in.Illinois by Robert ■

E . Sherwood. - . ,
C. An- analysis of.John Brown1s Body by Stephen "Vincent

Benet and adaptation to reader's theater version by 
Charles Laughton. .

D. An analysis of The Rivalry by Norman Corwin. . . .
3- The selection of the script. Prologue to Glory by E. P.

Conkle, for"high school production.
A. An analysis of Prologue to d o r y .
B . The summary of this analysis.

4. The summary and findings of this study.
A . The summary pf the criteria, its application, and 

the production of the play.
B. Findings on a Lincoln play for high school level.

1. Offer all interested students an opportunity 
’ to participate in a, Lincoln play. •
2. . Make adaptations to eliminate physical barriers

to a Lincoln production.
■ 3. Choose a Lincoln play with the cast in mind.

; • a. Type^cast. Abraham Lincoln. :
'b. Analyze interest, abilities, and availabil

ity of students . v
4. Choose a Lincoln play of'value.
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C, Findings that apply to the general field of drama- 
- tics " -
,1.‘- The players are the thing.

a. Offer,dramatic opportunities to interested 
students..

■h. Select a play that fits the students1 abili
ties .

c. Attract more male students to drama.
2. The play, is the thing. . , ''

a. Select a challenging play.
- by'. Give good theatrical experience.
c. Develop an appreciation for dramatic lit-

■ , ■ - erature. ; . ' ' .. ' - . .• ;
d. Correlate theater experiences with all other 

■: learnings. 1 . .
i.e. Emphasize good character and citizenship 
' , traits. .: '
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LIST OF LINCOLN PLAYS

..I* Abraham Lincoln by John Drinkwater--30 to 50 characters
— shows Lincoln in-various stages of his career. Royalty 
— Samuel .French.

2. Abe Lincoln Q-oes to School by Alice Very— 5 male , 4 female 
--has to do with Abe as a boy. in Knob Creek, Kentucky.

3. (The) Boy., Abe by Betty Smith—-,15 to'20 part;s--has to 
do with a school scene. :

4. China Handled Knife by B . P. Conklin--6 male, 4 .female 
--how Abe Lincoln was.urged by Ann Rutledge to attend■

' an etiquette school. ' .:. , : ' : -
5. Easy'Plays for Lincoln's Birthday— cost $1.00; Eldridge 

Publishing Company. , ’ :;
6. Great Patriot's Day by Nina B. Lamkin-ea collection of 

. plays concerning Columbus, Washington! Lincoln,Lee,
and Roosevelt— 75 cents.

7. His 'Hand and Pen by Graham Du Bois— 4 parts (Junior High 
’ Level), about Abe loving Ann Rutledge , s/nd the purchase
of an.old bureau. ■ /

8. Honest Abe Lincoln by Fisher and Rabe--4 male, 4 female ; 
-— has to do with the return of the change from a.purchase 
at the store.

9. If Booth Had Missed by Arthur Goodman— 17 male, 2 female 
— -a conjecture about Lincoln and the reconstruction, 
conspired against and impeached..

10„ (The) Last Days of Lincoln by Mark Van Boren— 23 or more
males, 4 females— -a story of the last few days of Lincoln1 
life. , ’ ■ -

11. (Mr.) Lincoln* s Grave by Thomas Edward O' Connel— -a, 
narrator presents the setting, the music and chorus 
respond.

12. Lincoln Plays selected by A. P. Sanford
Abraham Lincoln by Anne Delss Fielden 
Abraham and the Ages by Jean Milne Gower 

, , Grandpa Tells About Lincoln by Phyliss Marshall ' ,
Her Name- Was Ann by Anna Jane Harnwell
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Houses Divided, by Marion HoidTorock .
In 1864 Toy Vida R. Sutton 
Massa kinkun1 s So,jer ky Margaret Parsons 
- Haw Salem Days by Lucy. Barton ■' ‘ ' "
(ike). Savages by Ashley Miller .  ̂. -
Short Plays from .the Life of Lincoln by Roy ¥. Hatch 
(ihe) lhes'~lnclined by Grace Dorcus Ruthenburg 

• " Turning ■Points, by Parry Boyer -Gorneau- -
13.. Love is Sternal by Irving St one--dramatized by Ruth

. - Sergel-“l4 males ̂ 16. females— ‘the love story of Mary . : . 
I odd and Abe Lincoln. '■ ' y:'. -

14. (The) Man of. Sorrow by ¥inston Ghurchill-the story laid 
- in /Washington just after the Civil War.

15. (The) Mantle of Lincoln by Test Dalton— 9 male, 4 female.
16.. ' Melody f or Lincoln by Helen Louise Miller— 2. male 5 6

female— concerning a song played for Lincoln. '.
17. Nor Long Remembered by Harold Hoffman— 7 male— about 

Lincoln after the Gettysburg speech and the reaction
.-... of the public, ■ "

18. Play- for Every Holiday by Sylivia C. Wolfche.ck-.-plays 
for. elementary ..schools with one on Lincoln.

19. President •.Lincoln1 s. Children by Alice Very.
20. Prologue to Glory by E. P. Conkle— -33 male , -12.f emale-— •

based on , the Salem years of Abraham Lincoln..
21. Riff Raff by Laurence Russell Cook— 2 male, 2 female

— a revolutionary story leading to the birth of Lincoln.
22. (The) Spirit of Ann Rutledge by Harold Gammans— 22 male, ' 

5 female.
25. Ten Pennies for Lincoln by Helen Louise Miller. .. ,
24. Wooden Soldiers by Phyliss Wynn Jackson— 1 male, 3 female
25. Young Lincoln by Wilbur Braun— 'setting in Rutledge Inn -

in New Salem. . - .
26. Dramatized. Scenes from. American History by Augusta 

Stevenson. . - ’;-. - • ' f : . -. f
27. Ann Rutledge by Norman Corwin. ' .
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